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Abstract 
The awareness of climate change and notions of the environmental impacts of burning fossil 
fuels has penetrated the society in recent years. This has raised a need for new, sustainable 
technologies that make it possible to slow down the expected temperature rise and following 
climate change of the planet. 

The industry for environmental technology is expected to grow rapidly in the coming years. In 
Sweden there is a history of developing sustainable and efficient solutions improving the 
environment, whether it is the working conditions in a factory, air environment indoors, 
sustainable energy production or reducing hazardous exhaust fumes from incineration plants. 
The Swedish environmental technology industry is growing and a majority of the firms are 
SMEs that have great potential to become successful on the global market. But to reach 
international customers there is a barrier. This barrier if often connected with putting large 
efforts, both monetary and human into penetrating these markets. The risks correlated with these 
efforts impede many SMEs and instead they choose to look for other ways to grow. 

The purpose of this master thesis has been to explore how Swedish firms in environmental 
technology use their business network and inter-organizational collaboration to gain competitive 
advantages and stimulate growth. The research has been exploratory with an aim to gain better 
insights how SME’s shape their strategies and utilize networks and relationships with other 
actors to expand their business. 

11 Swedish environmental technology SMEs have been interviewed regarding how they 
collaborate with other firms, what type of networks they utilize to gain competitiveness and 
upsize their business and their interest and activities on emerging markets. Based on the results 
two firms where chosen for a multiple case study where their product and business development 
process and strategy were analysed.  

The results show that business/strategic networks are quintessential for SME’s and all firms 
agreed that networks improve the competitiveness of the SME (Telephone interviews). The 
strategic network usually is a construction of several smaller networks, nets. These have clearly 
defined goals and each net develops a structure that corresponds to the goals. The nets vary in 
their nature, time-scope and structure and connect a firm with other firms, vertically or 
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horizontally. These nets could facilitate SMEs to act big together and support the creation of a 
total solution.  

The conclusions show that successful export of environmental technology products and services 
requires patience, relationships and an ability to become local on any market. To facilitate these 
actions the SME must be establish a strong strategic network to depend on. I believe there is a 
need for efficient tools and support for SMEs to develop and understand these networks. New 
relationships are formed and others end - just like in real life - and monitoring your business 
network can allow you to better predict what could happen tomorrow. 
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Sammanfattning 
På senare år har en ökad förståelse för klimatförändringar och det industriella samhällets 
påverkan på miljön lett till en ökad efterfrågan och behov av miljövänlig teknologi. Om det 
postmoderna samhället skall kunna fortsätta utvecklas måste det anpassas efter naturens 
förutsättningar och aktivt motverka de utsläpp som idag bidrar till att höja medeltemperaturen på 
jorden. 

I svallvågorna från detta hot ser vi just nu en växande marknad för miljöteknik, både i Sverige 
och utomlands. Sverige har en lång tradition av att utveckla hållbar teknik och effektiva 
lösningar som gynnar miljön; oavsett om det rör sig om arbetsmiljön i en fabrik, luftkvalitet 
inomhus, hållbar energiproduktion eller minimera giftiga utsläpp från sopförbränningsstationer. 
En tydlig majoritet av Sverige miljöteknikföretag är små till medelstora (SME) med stor 
potential att bli växa och bli framgångsrika aktörer på den globala marknaden. För att nå den 
globala marknaden finns ett antar hinder som måste övervinnas. Dessa hinder är ofta 
korelaterade med SME-företags begränsningar i kapital och resurser. Hög risk vid 
utlandsinvesteringar bidrar också till att motverka SME-företag att söka sig mot den 
internationella marknaden och istället välja andra vägar att växa. 

Syftet med detta examensarbete har varit att utforska hur svenska företag inom miljöteknik 
utnyttjar affärsnätverk och inter-organisatoriska samarbeten för att skapa konkurrenskraftiga 
erbjudanden och en ökad tillväxt. Undersökningen har haft en explorativ karaktär med målet att 
få bättre insikt i hur SME-företag formar sin strategi och utnyttjar sitt nätverk av aktörer för att 
utveckla sin verksamhet. 

I arbetet har 11 svenska miljöteknikföretag intervjuats kring hur de samverkar med andra företag 
och organisationer, vilka typer av nätverk de utnyttjar för att gynna sin konkurrenskraft och 
utveckla sin affärsverksamhet med fokus mot utvecklingsmarknader. Baserat på resultatet från 
dessa 11 intervjuer valdes två företag för en djupare fallstudie där deras marknadserbjudanden, 
affärsmodell, affärs- och produktutvecklingsprocess, och företagsstruktur och strategi 
analyserades. 

Resultaten visar att affärsnätverk är en förutsättning för SME-företags verksamhet och alla 
intervjuade företag menade att deras nätverk förbättrar deras konkurrensförmåga. 
Affärsnätverket är ofta uppbyggt av flera mindre nätverk, som kan kallas för nät. Dessa nät har 
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tydligt utsatta mål och en struktur som sammanfaller med de utsatta målen. Näten varierar i sin 
karaktär, tidsram och struktur och kan innehålla både horisontella och vertikala relationer. Näten 
har potential att hjälpa SME-företag att agera större och skapa attraktiva helhetslösningar 
tillsammans. 

Slutsatserna visar att framgångsrik marknadsföring och export av miljöteknik kräver tålamod, ett 
starkt nätverk och en förmåga att agerar lokalt på en global markand. För att åstadskomma detta 
krävs starka strategiska partners att samarbeta med. Jag anser också att det behövs effektiva 
verktyg som kan hjälpa SME-företag att utveckla och förstå sina nätverk. Ett affärsnätverk är 
dynamiskt och förändras med tiden och genom att ha en bättre förståelse för sitt affärsnätverk har 
företag bättre möjligheter att förutspå vad som kan ske i framtiden. 
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1  Introduction 
This first chapter will present the background of this thesis together with a problem 
definition and a purpose of my research. The purpose is then further developed into a 
specific set of research questions that I would like to answer with this thesis.  

1.1  Background 
In the past 15 months the world has suffered from a slowdown of economic growth – 
the recession of 2008-2009. On top of this, researchers all over the world agree that 
climate change is a result of the extensive consumption of fossil fuels that has been an 
essential driving force of the industrial revolution during the past century. Scientists 
warn that the increasing temperature may have brutal consequences for life on earth. 
Therefore, during the first decade of the third millennium sustainability has become 
the word in everyone’s mouth. Politicians and industry talk about sustainable 
development, sustainable living, design for sustainability, sustainable driving, 
sustainable travelling and a sustainable economy.  

In contrast to this, developing countries like India, Brazil and China have skyrocketed 
on the global market. China’s GDP has had an average growth of about 10 % since 
the early 90’s, although slowing down the last year. In comparison, The US has 
experienced an annual GPD growth around 2 % in the last 10 years presenting 
negative growth in 2009. The “balance” of the global economy is shifting. Although, 
calling it balance is nothing short of a misconception; synonyms of balance are e.g. 
symmetry, equal opportunity and evenness - and to claim that the world economy has 
been in balance during the last decades when 20% of the population owns 80% of the 
resources is nothing but wrong. What this has led to is, blatantly put, that the 
industrialized world consumes cheap goods produced by cheap labour in developing 
countries. India and China have become the manufacturing plants of the world. The 
industrialized world is transforming from producing economies to service economies 
where knowledge and information is the main trade. At the same time more advanced 
products and goods are becoming commodities as producing countries like India and 
China are offering advanced technology at low cost. But there is no win-win situation 
here. Mass-consuming citizens forgot who pays for our desire, greed and welfare. 

Modern technology 
owes ecology  
an apology 

    Alan M. Eddison 

But what does this have to do with Swedish SME’s in the environmental technology 
industry? Governments all over the world are screaming for sustainable technology 
and the market for sustainable technology is expected to skyrocket within the coming 
years. This is an opportunity that Swedish environmental technology SMEs can’t 
afford to miss. With Stockholm being the Green Capital of Europe 2010 this exposure 
should be exploited as much as possible. But especially SMEs face difficulties with 
entering new markets and being able to rapidly grow and handle big investments. 
Sweden ought to stand on the frontiers of new sustainable technology that can delink 
economic growth with ecological depletion. We need to share our knowledge and 
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technology with the emerging markets. By doing this we can bring welfare and 
economic growth to these regions and Sweden.  

1.2  Thesis background 
This master thesis is executed within the research project LIAN (Innovation 
Management in Business Driven Networks). The LIAN project is running from 2009 - 
2012 in collaboration between KTH, LiU and Swedfund. The LIAN project focuses 
on collaborative innovation and communication among SME’s and particularly on a 
specific case study where three Swedish environmental technology firms have 
collaborated to develop a plant for recycling pulp-water cleaning chemicals at a paper 
and pulp plant in China. 

1.3  Swedfund AB 
The commissioner and partner of this thesis is Swedfund International AB. Swedfund 
is a state-owned Development Finance Institution providing know-how and financing 
to private companies in developing countries in Africa, Asia, Latin America and non-
EU members of Eastern Europe. Swedfund’s role is to contribute to the development 
of profitable businesses in these regions and stimulate a sustainable economic 
development in the developing countries. Swedfund invests in partnership with a 
strategic partner, usually a Swedish or Nordic company, and offers a global network 
of banks, international investors and financial institutions. Swedfund offers different 
kinds of financing such as equity, semi-equity, convertible loans and guarantees. 
One of Swedfund’s focus sectors is environmental technology investments 
thereby improving the environment in developing countries. Hans Midéus and Kurt 
Karlsson, who are Senior Investment Managers and responsible for some of 
Swedfund’s portfolio companies within this sector, have been two sounding boards 
during the process of this master thesis. 

1.4  Problem Definition 
Today there are many small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs) with a technology 
driven business that act on the Swedish market. But to be able to expand their 
businesses and reach new markets there is a barrier; a lack of resources and support to 
SME’s. One possible way to overcome this barrier is by accessing more knowledge 
and competence through networks with other firms. By acquiring knowledge and 
competence by enforcing inter-organizational relationships, Swedish SME’s could 
strengthen their offerings and become attractive competitors on the global market. 
Global competition is making the business environment for these firms extremely 
competitive and difficult. To succeed, a small firm is dependent on external actors and 
competencies that are outside their own core competencies; its business network and 
relationships are central when trying to penetrate new markets and develop successful 
products. Swedish SME’s in environmental technology have difficulties penetrating 
international markets. There are some successful firms that reap great success on the 
global market, offering solutions that are environmentally sound and efficient. 

“Coordination among increasingly complex networks of activities dispersed 
worldwide is becoming a prime source of competitive advantage.” 

Michel E. Porter, 1996, p. 6  

Previous research (Öhrwall Rönnbäck 2002; Åberg 2006; Mascanzoni and Novotny 
2000) shows that there are many successful examples of developing market offerings 
(products and/or services) within a business network where several actors come 
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together to meet a specific market need. A business network can be described as two 
or more companies that have a beneficial relationship that stimulates their business.1 
The relationship can be of both vertical and horizontal character between different 
actors (Öhrwall Rönnbäck et al 2001). There are different types of business networks 
that aim at improving the competitiveness and profit for all actors involved, e.g. 
collaborative integrated product development networks, value-creating networks, 
local networks (clusters), business-giving networks and business-driven networks 
(Öhrwall Rönnbäck 2002; Rothwell 1994; Håkansson 1990; Åberg 2006). However, 
one could argue that these different types of networks are just different constellations 
of a focal firm and its relationships to vertical and horizontal partners (e.g. suppliers, 
distributors, venture capitalist, etcetera). All firms have this kind of network, but 
research claim that firms focus too much on internal activities, and competitiveness is 
measured between two competitors instead of focusing on the environment and the 
business network of these two competitors (Gulati et al. 2000; Håkansson and 
Snehota 1989). 

“In the current business context […] a heightened awareness of the strategic 
networks in which firms are situated becomes a central, rather than peripheral, 
exercise toward understanding firm strategy and performance.” 

Gulati et al., 2000, p. 204 

1.5  Purpose 
The general purpose of this Master’s thesis is to analyse successful examples of 
SME’s entering global markets in the environmental technology industry and try to 
understand what influence their strategic network had on the success. The thesis will 
explain several theoretical fields connected to the competitiveness of a firm in a 
network context and how they are dependent of each other. The results will assist 
Swedfund with knowledge about firms’ abilities to act as locomotive firms2 and help 
export Swedish environmental technology. The results will also increase the 
knowledge of how the business network functions and what types of relationships are 
necessary for SMEs and how the network helps creating value to a firm’s offerings 
and may act as a springboard to penetrate international markets. 

1.6  Research goals 
The research will make an explorative analysis of strategic networks of Swedish 
SME’s in the field of environmental technology. The goal is to develop a visualisation 
model that communicates the complexity of business networks and in what ways the 
market offering of one SME is influenced by a large number of actors and their 
relationships to the SME. Research questions are:  

• What	  types	  of	  relationships	  exist	  between	  a	  focal	  firm,	  its	  suppliers,	  customers,	  
distributors	  and	  other	  actors	  in	  their	  network?	  

• What	  influence	  does	  these	  relationships	  have	  on	  the	  competitiveness	  of	  the	  focal	  firm?	  

                                                
1 Free interpretation from en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Business_networking and 
http://sbinfocanada.about.com/cs/marketing/g/busnetworking.htm 

2 A locomotive firm is the carrier-firm of a business driven network, who manages the relationship with 
the customer and finds the right competences to tackle the customers problem (see section 2.7.7 for 
more information) 
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• What	  influence	  does	  these	  relationships	  have	  on	  the	  focal	  firm’s	  ability	  to	  export	  their	  
offerings	  to	  the	  global	  market?	  

In the scope of understanding the business network of SMEs a goal will be to develop 
a model to visualize the business networks that includes a focal firm and its 
relationships in the product development process and business development process. 
The visualization should help the focal firm to understand how their network identity, 
network resources, network membership and tie modality can affect the performance 
of the firm (Anderson et al., 1994; Gulati et al., 2000). 

1.7  Limitations 
This thesis focuses on the individual firm as the unit of study. Therefore, the business 
network will be addressed solely from the perspective of this firm (denoted as the 
focal firm). This means that the network models presented in this thesis and the 
interpretations of the relationship is not motivated by both ends and this will cause a 
biased picture of the network and only present the actors directly involved with the 
focal firm. Another significant limitation is the possibilities to get in contact with 
SME’s. The ambitions to reach a large number of firms for both telephone-interviews 
and case studies were not met due to the lack of available resources at the contacted 
firms.  
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2  Theoretical framework 
The theoretical framework is divided into seven sections. Starting with definitions of 
common terminology used throughout the thesis the framework develops into a 
literature review on product-service systems, collaborative product development, 
business and strategic networks, inter-organizational relationships and the innovation 
process. 

2.1  Definitions 
This first section will define some terminology that will be ubiquitous throughout this 
master thesis. 

2.1.1 Market offering 
A market offering is a product, service or a combination of both that a firm is offering 
to a specific market. The market offering competes against other firms’ market 
offerings to gain market shares amongst the customers in the targeted market. 

2.1.2 Product 
The New Oxford American Dictionary defines a product as “an article or substance 
that is manufactured or refined for sale”. This definition is probably what people 
generally think in an everyday context; a tangible entity that has been refined through 
some kind of man-made process. In mathematics, a product is the result of a 
multiplication between a set of numbers. A multiplication generally refers to 
increasing the value of something. Analogous to this, a product can be seen as a result 
of multiplying several components to create a single entity with an increased value. 
The process (refinement) is adding value to the inputs of the process. The output has a 
higher value than the input and thus, the process of refining the input, is what makes 
the product attractive to customers.  

2.1.3 Service 
A service is defined by the New Oxford American Dictionary as “the action of 
helping or doing work for someone”.  This implies that a service is a process, an 
action that does not necessarily have to improve the object’s (or someone’s) situation. 
This is a general definition. In the context of this thesis, a service could be more 
specified as an intangible component that adds value to a product from a customer 
perspective. For a more scientific definition one can explore the field of service 
science and find definitions that are more precisely adapted to the business 
environment. Vargo and Lusch (2004) define service as the application of 
competences for the benefit of another. Based on this, Maglio and Spohrer (2007) 
further define service systems as  

“(…) value-co-creation configurations of people, technology, value propositions 
connecting internal and external service systems, and shared information (e.g. 
language, laws, measures, and methods)”. 

       Maglio and Spohrer, 2007 

 Co-creation of value implies that a service system always involve a network of actors 
where involvement is necessary from both client and service-supplier/firm.  
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2.1.4 Environmental vs. green vs. clean technology 
Wikipedia defines clean tech as “… a term used to describe knowledge-based 
products or services that improve operational performance, productivity, or efficiency 
while reducing costs, inputs, energy consumption, waste, or pollution.” Clean tech is 
short for clean technology, which implies that the products or services connected to 
this category are clean. However, the Clean tech Group LLC3, a network organization 
for companies working with clean tech, has a definition that differentiates clean tech 
from environmental technology or “green tech”: 

“While green tech, or enviro tech, has represented "end-of-pipe" technology of the 
past (for instance, smokestack scrubbers) with limited opportunity for attractive 
returns, clean tech addresses the roots of ecological problems with new science, 
emphasizing natural approaches such as biomimicry and biology.” 

      www.cleantech.com 

This definition differentiates clean tech as the new approach to environmental issues 
where instead of dealing with pollution in the end of the environmental lifecycle, 
clean tech is all about refining processes and designing new innovative systems that 
will eliminate pollution and waste in earlier stages of the environmental lifecycle. 
However, their reference to environmental technology as technology of the past seems 
more like a strategic marketing plot and should not be used for academic purposes. In 
the end, differentiating between the common definitions of green tech, envirotech and 
clean tech is not very meaningful. 

The “Environmental technology for sustainable development” report from 2002, the 
European Commission defines clean tech as 

“… a broad view of environmental technology, to include all technologies whose use 
is less environmentally harmful than relevant alternatives.”  

European Commission, 2002 

This entails that both high and low technology intensive products and services are 
included in the scope of environmental technology. In the report by Cerin et al. (2007) 
the different terminologies of green technologies are discussed. One clear definition 
stated by OECD in 1996 defines environmental technology as 

“The environmental goods and services industry consists of activities which produce 
goods and services to measure, prevent, limit, minimise or correct environmental 
damage to water, air and soil, as well as problems related to waste, noise and eco-
systems. This includes cleaner technologies, products and services that reduce 
environmental risk and minimise pollution and resource use.”  

OECD report, 1996 

In the end these definitions are very broad and holistic with the purpose of creating a 
global common understanding rather than a scientific definition or a focus on the 
different ways of being “green”. The firms studied in this report fit the definition 
presented by OECD (1996). Examples of improving the environment could be; 

                                                
3 www.cleantech.com 
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energy-saving technologies, alternative energy-sources, reducing toxic components in 
products and processes, finding ways to reduce carbon-intensive processes, cleaning 
of hazardous substances, recycling materials, and etcetera.  

Nutek, the Swedish Agency for Economic and Regional Growth, have defined three 
branches within the field of environmental technology, or in the terms of Nutek - 
“Environmentally adopted products and services” - to better categorize different 
Swedish environmental technology companies. The definitions are all based on the 
European Commissions report from 2002 and the types of environmental technology 
that have been developed in Sweden the past years. The different branches are: 

Pure environmental technology – Technologies that deal with pollution and waste. 
Mainly air and (waste) water treatment, but also Waste-to-Energy (WtE) plants and 
emission monitoring. 

Environmentally efficient products and services – This branch includes technologies 
to reduce and minimize the environmental burden of polluting activities. This is done 
by minimizing material consumption and waste generation and by choosing more 
environmentally sound materials and incorporating characteristics that improve the 
environmental impact, e.g. products and services that are more energy efficient than 
competitors. 

Innovative environmental solutions – Consists of environmentally excellent 
technologies that generates improvements in several steps throughout the value chain 
and creates new paths along traditional patterns. These innovations are often 
investment intensive and of high risk, but with great market potential. Typical 
innovative environmental solutions are Product-Service Systems and renewable 
energy sources (NUTEK 2003). 

These three branches will be used and further differentiated to categorize the 
companies in the study of this thesis. Altogether five categories are defined: 

• Solids - Pure Environmental Technology (S-PET) 
• Air - Pure Environmental Technology (A-PET) 
• Liquid - Pure Environmental Technology (L-PET) 
• Innovative Environmental Solutions (IES) 
• Environmentally Efficient Products & Services (EEPS) 

2.2  Small Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs) 
According to the European Union, Small Medium-sized Enterprises are defined as a 
business with less than 500 employees and a turnover of less than 500 MSEK and/or a 
balance sheet of less than 430 MSEK (Recommendation 2003/361/EC). This 
definition has not been followed strictly in this thesis but rather been used as a 
guidance. 

According to studies by Khalil and Bayraktar (1994) and Rothwell (1983) the 
innovativeness of SMEs is constantly increasing and studies also support that the 
innovation level of SME is somewhat higher than that of large enterprises. As 
innovation is claimed to be one key success factor of any product/service developer 
this advantage is critical for the competitiveness of SMEs. Other studies present 
several disadvantages of SMEs compared to large enterprises. The most salient 
disadvantage of SMEs in competition with large enterprises is their limited financial 
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resources (Weinrauch et al. 1991). This is why SMEs usually compete in niche 
markets where they can have a competitive advantage of being flexible and more 
innovative than large enterprises (Carlminder and Carlshamre 2008; Lee et al. 1999). 
The financial fragility of SMEs affect their ability to take financial risks and thus also 
impedes the possibilities for SMEs to explore or develop radical innovations. Other 
disadvantages are usually lack of manufacturing and production capacity as well as 
achieving economies of scale. To compensate for this SMEs usually spend more time 
and energy on finding partners in their business. These partners can be found both up-
streams and down-streams the focal firm’s activities. Partnerships reduce the risk and 
opens new markets for SMEs. 

2.3  Product-Service Systems 
A Product-Service System (PSS) is a combination of product(s) and service(s) that 
together fill a specific customer need (Tischner et al. 2002; Manzini et al. 2001). The 
purpose of adding services, as an integrated part of a product offering, can be 
manifold. The idea of developing a service economy as a way of establishing 
sustainable growth was first proposed by Stahel (Stahel 1989). He proposed a 
functional economy where customers are not offered products as means but instead 
the functionality of the product is offered, i.e. the product is only a tool to execute a 
specific task – the function – and the customer value is not in the product per se, but 
in the functionality of the product. The type of market offering is often referred to as 
functional sales. 

PSS was further developed by sustainability reseachers and soon became a possible 
solution to de-link economic growth from environmental pressure (Tischner et al. 
2002). 

A basic PSS-offering can be distinguished into three levels of integration. The first 
level is adding services to a product to increase the value of the offering without 
adding significant costs. Add-on services can exist without improving the 
sustainability of the product. An example of this is when a service contract is offered 
with a car. The service contract adds value to the purchase as it lowers the risk of the 
investment and gives the firm that sells the product an incentive to maintain high 
quality of the product. But the sustainability of the car is still the same. In a product-
oriented PSS the business model is still focused around selling products but with 
value-adding services complementing the offering (Manzini et al. 2001).  

The second level of PSS is use-oriented offerings. Here, sharing or renting services 
could improve product utilization. The business model allows you to pay for the use 
of the product, rather than buying it. An example of this is Zipcar4. Zipcar is a service 
that offers the use of a car as a subscription. As a member you can reserve and use a 
zipcar when you need one. Gas and insurance are included in the service and the cost 
is simply based on the hours of use and an annual fee for accessing the service. 

The third level is result-oriented offerings. The general idea here is that a firm (or 
firm network) provides all means necessary to achieve the result desired by the 
customer. The customer is paying on a result basis and does not own machines or any 
products involved in achieving the desired result. As an example one could mention 

                                                
4 www.zipcar.com 
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the Dutch printer-manufacturer Océ5. Océ have a business model where they instead 
of selling printers offer a result-based printing service to their customers. Océ is 
responsible of service, functionality and maintains ownership of the products they 
manufacture. The clients are offered a customized solution based on their estimated 
number of prints per year. This encourages Océ to manufacture and design products 
of highest quality that are optimized throughout the lifecycle. All type of waste or 
inefficiency in the process will directly affect the profit of Océ. Printers/Plotters are 
maintained and updated on a regular basis and components from old products are re-
used and re-engineered until end-of-life is reached. When a product is finally 
consumed, after several re-incarnations, Océ makes sure the components are recycled 
and properly disposed. The service is result-oriented since the cost of the service is 
based on the desired result from the customer. A use-oriented service would include 
maintenance and service of the products but then the unit of sales would be use-
related; e.g. hours of use. 

Although some researches claim that PSS is an answer to a sustainable future of 
commerce, this does not imply that all PSS-offerings by definition are more 
sustainable than other offerings, or that PSS-designed products are more sustainable 
than products designed for customer ownership. Every context is unique and several 
methods for evaluating PSS-offerings have been developed in recent years (SCORE!; 
SusProNet) (Brezet et al. 2001; Tukker and Tischner 2004). In general, PSS has 
gained most attention in B2B contexts, where the added value of ownership generally 
is lower than in B2C contexts (Tukker and Tischner 2006). 

Clean- and environmental technology, technical innovations can only provide a 
certain level of improvement, especially regarding the fact the limited time available 
for applying the radical changes necessary to preserve our planet. Major changes can 
only be achieved through change on a systems level and these changes are in the 
hands of governments and international organizations across the globe. 

2.4  Relationships and communication 
Within any type of network between organizations there are always relationships. The 
relationship is glue of the network; it connects different actors and facilitates activities 
between the actors. The following section presents knowledge of how the relationship 
can stimulate or discourage a firm in a network. 

2.4.1 Weak ties 
In Granovetter’s (1983) study of the importance of weak ties in sociological theory, 
he stresses the importance of weak ties acting as bridges to new spheres of people. A 
tie is defined as a relationship between two actors in a network. Another term used for 
denoting a relationship is linkage. The weak tie is a relationship to an actor that is 
familiar but not very known or similar to you. Strong ties are, in sociological theory, 
generally defined as close relationships with your family and friends whereas weak 
ties are defined as acquaintances or friends you only met for a shorter period of time, 
friends of friends etcetera. In his review, Granovetter presents several research cases 
that confirm his theory of weak ties acting as bridges to new information. The 
assumption is based on every person having a set of strong ties and weak ties. The 
strong ties are usually more homogenous, since people with strong relationships 

                                                
5 www.oce.nl 
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influence each other and become alike. The importance of weak ties is based on the 
idea is that a weak tie connects an individual with somebody who also has a set of 
strong ties and weak ties. But this person’s strong ties are more likely to be different 
than the first individual’s own strong ties. Thus, weak ties are more likely to form 
heterogeneous relationships, creating opportunities to meet diverse people and access 
new information.  

If this concept was applied to business networks, one could claim that weak ties are 
the relationships that might lead to discovering a new market or new partners that will 
stimulate business. The strong ties are tight bonds between more homogenous actors, 
such as well-known competitors, mature relationships with suppliers, customers, and 
etcetera. These are more static in their character and provide trust and a stable close 
environment to the firm. But without weak ties, the business would have difficulties 
to expand, discover new markets and continuously evolve. Weak ties could therefore 
be seen as a competitive factor. 

2.5  Competetiveness among SMEs 
In Porter (2008) five competitive forces that shape firm strategy are explained. The 
concept was originally published in 1979 in the article “How competitive forces shape 
strategy” by M E Porter. The five competitive forces can be visually represented as 
done in figure 2.1. 
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Figure 2.1  The 5 competitive forces that shape business strategy (Porter 1979 and 2008) 

These five forces have implications on the competitiveness of a firm in an industry. 
The characteristics of the forces differ between industries and are correlated with the 
profit margins of each industry. Each force is related to a number of characteristics 
that can be related to specific industries.  

2.5.1 Threat of new entrants 
The threat of new entrants is mainly dependent on the barriers to enter a new market. 
The barriers can be various obstacles ranging from benefits from having supply-side 
economies of scale; a situation where firms with large volumes benefit from lower 
costs per unit, forcing new entrants to either enter the market with large volumes and 
high risk, or accept that lower volumes will make their product less cost competitive. 
This scenario can also exist on the demand-side where there are a large number of 
buyers that trust certain suppliers and are very loyal to their brands. Another obstacle 
that might hinder new entrants is the customer switching costs when changing from 
one supplier to another. The investment barrier is often the problem for firms who try 
to enter a market where high capital investments are necessary. If these investments 
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are unrecoverable, as is the case where R&D, market investigations and up-front 
marketing the risk for new entrants will increase. 

2.5.2 Bargaining power of suppliers 
The bargaining power of suppliers can have a significant impact on the 
competitiveness of a firm. Focusing on technology development it is evident that 
suppliers play a significant role to all firms that produce a physical product. A 
supplier has an advantage over its buyer if it is distributing goods to a heterogeneous 
customer-base or if the cost of switching supplier is high. Other situations where the 
supplier has a bargaining advantage is when there are no substitutes available or if the 
supplier easily can become a competitor to the buyer, thus the barriers to enter the 
industry of its buyers are low. 

2.5.3 Bargaining power of buyers 
The bargaining power of buyers is often a critical factor when there are a few big 
actors that purchase large volumes of a product or a service. In these cases the 
suppliers become very dependent on a small number of buyers and they can take 
advantage of this either by pushing the suppliers margins or play suppliers against 
each other. Buyers can also threaten to enter the supplier industry if margins in the 
supplying industry are too high. If barriers to enter the supplier industry are low this is 
more likely to happen. In most cases, both business-to-business (B2B) and business-
to-consumer (B2C), buyers are more price-sensitive if the product or service industry 
is undifferentiated and high cost, where the quality of the product or service has minor 
influence on the value of the product or service. A situation where the buyer is a 
distributor, selling products or services to the end-customer, can be exploited to gain 
further bargaining power as a distributor. If the distributor has a good relationship 
with the end-customer and can influence her purchase decision this is something that 
can be used to apply bargaining power onto the supplier. 

2.5.4 Rivalry among competitors 
Factors that influence rivalry among existing competitors are often related to the 
nature of the industry, e.g. if the market is homogenous with competitors being equal 
in market share, size and offerings or if the growth of the industry is slow or 
declining. 

2.5.5 Threat of substitue products 
The threat of substitute products or services is often difficult to recognize and may 
come very unexpected. A substitute is a product or service that performs the same 
results in a different manner or technology. E.g. e-mail is a substitute to fax, a modern 
computer with Internet connection is a substitute to the typewriter, telephone, mail, 
dictionary, encyclopaedia and more. Low switching costs for the buyer is correlated 
to industries where the threat of substitute products or services is salient. Other 
conditions that increase the threat of substitute products is if the substitute can offer 
the same value or higher value at a substantially lower cost. 

2.6  Collaborative product development 
Collaboration generally refers to firms that join their efforts to reach common goals. It 
is claimed to reduce uncertainty in complex technology fields and improve the ability 
to respond to customer and markets needs and technological change, to obtain less 
cost and risk.  
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In collaborative product development (CPD), the absence of a legal agreements means 
that the conditions under which the companies collaborate tend to be more flexible. 
This creates flexibility and enables the involved companies’ to extend the cooperation 
over time if desired. Frequently these take place beyond supplier relations. 
Furthermore, many university departments work closely with local firms on a wide 
variety of research projects where there is a common interest (Trott 1998). 

For more efficient and effective product development, cross-functional integration is 
required. Andreasen and Hein (1987) present the product development process as 
three parallel activities in marketing, manufacturing and traditional R&D activities 
needed for the development. This multifunctional team is called integrated product 
development team (IPT). It is required to coordinate closely linked activities and 
functions in the product development process. 

By organizing in networks, the firms obtain higher organizational flexibility. The 
network facilitates the formation of a project team for the firms and to set up a 
product to respond to a customer’s demand. 

Integrating suppliers in the new product development (NPD) is needed when a 
necessary functional area lies outside the firm’s core competencies. This work 
depends on the firm’s predisposition to share assets such as intellectual, physical and 
human assets (Ragatz 1997). 

Quinn (2000) argues that outsourcing of innovation as a method for survival for most 
firms, since the demands on innovation becomes more and more complex and 
resource consuming in almost all industries.  

The different parties involved in the collaborative product development form the 
supply chain. From the major suppliers, systems integrators to other sub tiers and end-
user and customers work closely to achieve successful results. Hence, in the supplier 
network, the firms that participate in the product development collaborate in order to 
act big together. 

When looking at success factors for joint ventures or collaborative product 
development projects a study by Littler et at (1995) presents some interesting data of 
what companies believe are the most important success factors, and how these factors 
vary between companies that have had a lot of experience working in these kinds of 
project and those who have had less experience. The survey presents a number of 
success factors such as 

1. Most	  important:	  establishing	  ground	  rules	  for	  the	  collaboration	  
a. Clearly	  defined	  objectives	  and	  responsibilities	  
b. Realistic	  aims	  
c. Defined	  milestones	  

2. Ensuring	  equality	  –	  Mutual	  benefit,	  power/dependency	  and	  contribution	  equity.	  
3. People	  factors:	  Commitment,	  Collaboration	  Champion,	  Top	  management	  commitment,	  

Personal	  relationships,	  Staffing	  levels	  
4. Process	  factors:	  Communication,	  trust/openness,	  deliver	  as	  promised,	  flexibility	  
5. Environmental	  factors	  (external):	  Market	  need	  for	  product	  
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Collaborative relationships have strategic importance for the companies; a firm´s 
behaviour regarding technical collaboration is linked to its internal features and 
external orientation (Håkansson 1990). 

Relationships are investment-intensive because many hours are invested in a 
relationship before it can provide a suitable basis for a technological collaboration 
(Håkansson 1990). Managing strong relationships for long-term collaboration with 
important partners is related with the lifecycle of the product development (Pahl and 
Beitz 1996). 

The lifecycle of any product can be split in these three phases: 

• New	  Product	  development:	  from	  concept	  to	  finished	  product	  
• Product	  in	  service	  
• Product	  decline	  (if	  possible	  recycling)	  

Moreover, if a supplier develops a component of a product, it cannot easily be 
removed as long as the product is in service. Usually this period is 10 years or longer. 
This point is important to take into account during a collaborative development 
project because the collaboration will last during the product lifecycle period.  

The type of counterpart used for collaboration is important. Geographically near 
partners cultivate their immediate environment (Håkansson 1990). According to Allen 
(1977), the communication between engineers in technology work has obstacles even 
in short distances.  

Collaborative product development may also lead to a number of risks to which many 
authors refer. It can lead to competition rather than cooperation, to loss of competitive 
knowledge, to conflict resulting from incompatible cultures and objectives, and to 
reduce management control (Chan and Heide, 1993).  

Even between the closest firms there is competition, and for example Cox (1994) 
argues that win-win relationships hardly exist. A fear of becoming too dependent on 
another supplier or partner can be the reason. 

Research in the area of failure alliances identifies seven different reasons (Vyas et al. 
1993; Duysters et al., 1999): 

• Failure to understand and adapt to new style of management required; 
• Failure to learn and understand the cultural differences between the 

organizations; 
• Lack of commitment to succeed; 
• Strategic goal divergence; 
• Insufficient trust; 
• Operational and or geographical overlaps 
• Unrealistic expectations 

To reduce radical innovation risk the companies should do its best to find the right 
costumer who possesses the knowledge and capabilities necessary for the current 
stage of the innovation project and to integrate customers´ needs in an early phase of 
the innovation project (Enkel 2005). 
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2.7  Business networks 
The concept of business networks stems from business administration and 
organizational management. The basic concept of business networks is to observe 
firms - not as isolated entities that compete on an isolated market - but as dynamic 
components of a network landscape that holds customers, suppliers, competitors, and 
the whole environment in which business takes place. According to Porter (2000) 
competition is a dynamic process where close relationships to buyers, suppliers and 
other institutions are necessary to create innovations and gain strategic differentiation. 
Innovation is essential and where competition rests upon. There exist several concepts 
of how firms are connected within a business network; if the firms are connected in a 
network; if the relationships between firms are connected in a network or if the firms 
are connected in dyadic pair relationships that construct a network (Miles and Snow 
1992; Håkansson and Johanson 1993). A business network could be defined as 

“… a set of two or more connected business relationships, in which each exchange 
relation is between business firms that are conceptualized as collective actors”  

      Anderson et al., 1994; Emerson, 1981 

The three main components of a business network are the actors, activities and 
resources. All are necessary for the existence of the network. To further develop the 
concept these three components were disseminated to see what they specifically hold. 

The general term business network should not be mistaken with the term business 
networking, which is a particular activity where businesses in the same industry use 
their relationships to find new customers. 

Rosenfeld (1995) defines a business network as: 

"A group of firms with restricted membership and specific, and often 
contractual, business objectives likely to result in mutual financial gains. The 
members of a network choose each other, for a variety of reasons; they agree 
explicitly to cooperate in some way and to depend on each other to some 
extent. Networks develop more readily within clusters, particularly where 
multiple business transactions have created familiarity and built trust”  

Rosenfeld, 1995, p. 13" 

I believe this definition is too specific to be able to use as a definition to a business 
driven network, although the objective of the network (i.e. have a beneficial 
relationship that will stimulate and create opportunities and revenue) should be 
included. I propose a general definition of a business network as 

“A business network can be described as two, or more, firms that have a 
beneficial relationship that stimulates their business and works to exploit 
arising opportunities in a dynamic and highly competitive market” 

This open definition includes all type of relationships that a firm can have with 
another firm. It does not mention anything about how the relationship is established, 
what formal character is has or how long it has lasted. Danilovic and Winroth (2005) 
explores business networks based on three dimensions of collaborative manufacturing 
networks that be used to further specify the definition of a business driven network in 
a product development context. Danilovic and Winroth indentify the three dimensions 
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surface of integration, scope of integration and the time horizon of integration. These 
three dimensions can have different amplitude and characteristics, which is described 
by the intensity of integration, where the focus is on how integration is established 
among the firms in a collaborative network. The surface of integration focuses on 
what is integrated in the collaborative network, i.e. to what extent are the actors in the 
network collaborating. The second factor describes who is incorporated in the 
collaboration, how many actors from the network are involved, what competences 
does each actor contribute with and what are their responsibilities and fields of 
practice. The third dimension discerns when the collaboration is taking place, i.e. the 
timeframe of a specific venture within an informal network without any specific time 
constraints. With these four dimensions it could be possible to define a collaborative 
manufacturing network or a specific project in a business driven network. 

2.7.1 Resources 
Resources are the different capabilities or competences available to an actor. These 
could be material or immaterial, knowledge, intellectual property, human capital, 
facilities, and etcetera. The resources are closely linked with the core competencies of 
a firm and these could be seen as the firm’s competitive capital that could be used to 
attract partners. 

2.7.2 Actors 
Actors are enterprises, institutions, governments, organizations or people that in some 
way are involved in a business’ activity. Significant actors in a strategic network have 
a relationship to the focal firm either directly or indirectly via an actor that has a direct 
relationship to the focal firm. The definition of an actor is also very close to the 
definition of a stakeholder. According to Clarkson (1995) a stakeholder can be either 
primary or secondary. A primary stakeholder is a “person or group that have, or 
claim, ownership, rights, or interests in a focal firm and its activities, past, present or 
future” and who’s involvement with the corporation is vital for the survival and 
interests of the firm. Secondary stakeholders are actors that have a relationship to the 
focal firm but where the nature of the relationship is of less vital character. 

2.7.3 Activities 
The different activities occurring between the actors in a network can be of various 
characteristics. The activities are any kind of material, immaterial, information or 
monetary transaction between the actors in the network. Examples of activities are 
material/monetary transactions in a buyer/supplier relationship and complex 
collaborative integrated product development (C-IPT) teams where expertise from 
different firms collaborate on exploiting a specific market opportunity (Öhrwall 
Rönnbäck 2002).  

2.7.4 Dyadic relationships 
During the 80’s and 90’s a lot of research was aimed at creating models and a better 
understanding of inter-organizational relationships. The general approach for these 
studies was to understand the dyadic relationship between two firms (Anderson et al. 
1994). During the 90’s firms started to collaborate more extensively and mainly 
SME’s started collaborating vertically in the industry value chain, acting together as a 
large enterprise but with a more dynamic structure than a single large enterprise. The 
concept of virtual enterprise or virtual corporation was developed and defined as a 
network of firms that joined together to seize one specific market opportunity just to 
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dissolved the collaboration when the opportunity was seized (Byrne, Brandt, and Port 
1993). 

In Anderson et al. (1994) the authors propose that a business networkis built around a 
dyadic relationship between a supplier business unit and a customer business unit. 
The relationship between these two main actors is called the focal relationship. The 
relationship between two businesses consists of the three fundamental components: 
activities, actors and resources. Activities leading to either positive or negative 
effects on one or both of the partners in the focal relationship are denoted as primary 
functions. The business network is constructed of relationships to secondary actors 
that are connected to either the supplier or customer in the focal relationship. The 
secondary function or network function thus relate to chains of activities between 
more than two actors in the business network surrounding the primary dyadic 
relationship, see figure 2.2. However, both secondary and primary functions play an 
important role in the business network and which function that will affect the 
relationship in a positive or negative way is individual for each setting.  

 
Figure 2.2  The dyadic business network and its actors and relationships (Anderson et al. 1994) 

How an actor is perceived and valued in the network is defined by the network 
identity. The network identity could be explained as the way other actors in the 
network perceive a specific actor and how this actor perceives its surrounding actors. 
The idea of the network identity is that is should reflect the uniqueness of each actor, 
its activities within the network and links to other actor’s activities and resources 
(Anderson et al. 1994). 
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In such a network setting, an example of activities and resources being utilized among 
actors could be a collaborative product development process, virtual corporation or 
alike. The main difference between a business network and a virtual corporation is 
that the virtual corporation is a time constrained venture, where companies allocate 
their core competencies to respond to a specific market change where a need and 
implementation of new technology becomes a window of opportunity (Byrne et al. 
1993). 

2.7.5 Strategic networks 
The traditional view of a firm as an autonomous entity with inputs, operations and 
outputs (a simplification of the value-chain of Porter (1985)) suggested that a firms 
performance and prosperity was based on the internal resources of the firm and its 
ability to organise and assess these resources in the best way (in the competition 
against other autonomous firms on an impersonal market). Today the development of 
new business models, increased competition, new modes of communication and 
complexity of the market has forced firms to develop new ways of creating customer 
value and obtain revenues. The time is here to start observing industries as complex 
networks where suppliers, customers, competitors, distributors and strategic partners 
collaborate and develop inimitable networks where products and services are 
produced and offered to the market in competition with other networks (Gulati et al. 
2000). This relational approach adds new characteristics and variables that most 
certainly have an impact on the profitability of a firm. Strategic networks can broadly 
be defined as all the organizational relationships that a single firm encompass (Gulati 
et al. 2000) and the extensiveness of this definition implies that strategic network is in 
fact a hypernym, or at least equal to the concept of the business network, as presented 
in this thesis. 

“Neglecting the strategic networks in which firms are embedded can lead to an 
incomplete understanding of firm behaviour and performance.” 

  R. Gulati, N. Nohira and A. Zaheer, 2000 

The opportunities that arise with reflecting upon a firm’s strategic network and the 
effects it has on the profitability and performance of the firm are multiple. Gulati et al. 
(2000) mentions three features, or relational characteristics, that are embedded 
within a company’s strategic network; network structure, network membership and 
the characteristics of relational ties, referred to as tie modality (Galaskiewicz and 
Zaheer, 1999). The properties of all three features have an affect on a firm’s 
performance in an industry. Examples of subordinate relationships that can be found 
within the strategic network are joint venture relationships, supplier networks, 
distribution networks, and horizontal alliance networks. 

However, strategic networks can also refer to relationships outside the value chain 
that only serve the purpose of supporting strategic decisions in the focal firm. In such 
a context the strategic networks have a horizontal character and involve actors like 
governmental institutions, investors, or co-opetitive partners. 

The definition of the network structure formulated by Gulati et al. (2000) explains the 
network structure as the pattern of relationships that forms out of a firm’s strategic 
network. In each strategic network there is a focal company that is the centre of the 
network. The focal firm is surrounded by other actors, which are connected to it 
through the existing relationship.  
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The essence of the benefits of a well-performing strategic network is that it leads to 
access to information, resources, markets and technologies. These assets give the 
focal firm opportunity to add external value to their offering, share risks, learn and 
optimize organizational functions (Gulati et al., 2000).   

One of the properties mentioned in the paper regards structural holes. The structural 
hole is basically a lack of relationship between a supplier and buyer, allowing a focal 
firm with relationships to both the supplier and buyer to act as a middleman and 
prosper on the lack of relationship between the supplier and the buyer. 

However, it is important to keep in mind the complexity of a strategic network. Its 
configuration of multiple actors and linkages makes it autonomous which creates an 
uncertain environment for any firm in the network. A focal firm can only influence 
and control a certain part of its strategic network and is forced to adapt when 
unexpected or unappreciated changes occur. 

One of the risks related to the autonomy of the strategic network is lock-ins and lock-
outs. These situations occur when a firm’s strategic network hinder the focal firm 
from engaging with a new partner or hinders an existing actor to engage with a new 
network. The motives for lock-ins and lock-outs vary. Many firms prefer 
monogamous relationships, which means collaborating with several firms acting on 
the same highly competitive market (e.g. supplying parts to both GM and Ford) is not 
recommended and often forbidden if legal agreements have been written. In other 
cases, a firm whose core competences are closely aligned with an existing actor in the 
network must stay excluded since conflicting interests might challenge the existing 
relationships in the network. The limitations in the number of relationships that a 
single firm can handle also imply that potential actors always will be excluded (Gulati 
et al. 2000). 

2.7.6 Value-creating networks 
Another way of interpreting a firm’s strategic network - with its relationships to 
different actors - is from the perspective of value-adding activities. The core of all 
business, based on Porter’s value-chain is a black box through which some product, 
whether physical or immaterial is refined through a value-adding process. Value is 
what makes the innovation; if a customer can appreciate value that exceeds the price 
of the product or service it will become attractive to the customer. To develop the 
concept of value further Zeithaml (1988) conducted a major exploratory study of 
customer perception of price, quality, and value and came up with a model defining 
the perceived value. 

“Perceived value is the consumer's overall assessment of the utility of a product 
based on perceptions of what is received and what is given” 

         Zeithaml, 1988 

The study presented 4 different perceptions of value, but the common denominator 
was that value had something to do with what was given (cost) and what you got for it 
(utility, quality, experience, etcetera). Highly perceived value is when the product or 
service offers a lot more than expected or cost a lot less than expected. 

Kothandaraman and Wilson (2001) present a new way of looking at value-creation in 
modern buyer-seller relationships. They have observed the growing complexity of 
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business markets and the increasing number of suppliers and partners that enacted in a 
network produce a product or service. The value chain of Porter is a linear 
representation that fits best with the old industries assembly line production and not 
with today’s complex vertical networks. A core capability is difficult or impossible to 
reproduce and could be a process or method, unique knowledge (e.g. patents and tacit 
knowledge), recipes, brands, human resources or relationships (Prahalad and Hamel, 
1990). The market offering is the product or service that the focal firm is offering to 
the market. Kothandaraman and Wilson suggest a value-creating network that 
facilitates a more dynamic approach to visualize the actors and relationships that 
create value to the market offering. 

Analysing a strategic network based on value-creation within the network and more 
precisely the core capabilities of the included actors and their interconnectedness 
presents itself as an important step towards understanding successful products and 
services (Kothandaraman et al., 2001). In their article they present a model of the 
value-creating network where three corner stones; core capabilities, relationships and 
superior customer value are integrated with different actions and reactions that 
explains the connectedness of the three corner-stones or core concepts of value-
creating networks. See figure 2.3. 

 
Figure 2.3  Actions in a value-creating network (reconstructed from Kothandaraman and Wilson, 
2001) 

The model represents the impacts the different cornerstones have on each other in a 
functional strategic relationship. The core capabilities of one actor constrains the 
relationships in the network since one actor’s core capabilities hinders actors with 
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similar core capabilities to enter the network; the network strives for actors with 
unique core capabilities. If relationships are functional and beneficial for all actors 
this will help maintain and develop the actors’ core capabilities. The customer value, 
or what is valuable to the customers will determine what core capabilities the network 
will deliver. Analogous with this the core capabilities will create customer value, but 
if the relationships are dysfunctional or problematic this will impede the creating of 
customer value, thus good relationships facilitate superior customer value. If superior 
customer value is achieved this in return will boost and improve the relationships 
between the actors in the network (Kothandaraman and Wilson, 2001). 

Möller et al. (2005) propose the concept of strategic value nets that are formed around 
a hub firm, who develops its market offering through a complex network of actors. 
The term net is used instead of network since they believe these nets are more focused 
and targeted towards a specific goal in contrast to the strategic network. The net can 
be seen as the building block of a strategic network. The goal of the strategic net can 
differ.  It could be a supplier net trying to improve the functional efficiency of an 
existing system that ties the focal firms (denoted as hub firms by Möller et al.) and 
suppliers, or it could be an R&D net with a goal to develop and improve a product, or 
develop new business concepts.  

“The value-system construct is based on the notion that each product or service 
requires a set of value activities performed by a number of actors forming a value-
creating system” 

       Möller et al., 2005 

Möller et al. first propose a value-system continuum (VSC), where different strategic 
nets can be positioned on a scale measuring the stability or maturity of the net. The 
value-system could be described as the determination of the behaviour of a set of 
actors in a strategic net. A stable value-system means that the actors in the net have a 
well-defined role in the network. In emerging value-systems the roles are not as 
clearly established and the process and nature of a strategic net in this stage is more 
dynamic and complex. The VSC presents three ideal stages of strategic nets. The left 
side presents the well-specified and stable value-system. The right end describes the 
fuzzy front end where strategic nets with emerging value-systems are placed. Figure 
2.4 explains the ideal stages of the VSC and typical strategic nets that fit the different 
stages. 
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Figure 2.4  The value-system continuum (VSC) as proposed by Möller et at (2005) 

In an attempt to better understand the nature of the strategic value net and its 
implications on managerial issues, Möller et al. proposes three core factors that 
determine a strategic value net: 

1. “The level of determination of the value activities and the actors forming the net, i.e., the 
nature of the value system embraced by the net” – “The value-system construct is based on 
the notion that each product or service requires a set of value activities performed by a 
number of actors forming a value-creating system”. The level of determination explains how 
well the actors in the net know each other’s core competencies and value-creating activities 
and how well they can be allocated and explicated in the net. 

2. “The goal of the strategic net or its hub firm”- The goals can be very diversified, e.g., 
improving operative efficiency, product innovation, or seizing a new business opportunity. 

3. “The structure of the net”- Its structure in terms of horizontal and vertical integration, 
complexity and number of involved actors in the net. 

Every strategic value-net can be categorized as either horizontal, vertical or 
multidimensional value nets. Figure 2.5 presents examples of typical strategic value-
nets in the different categories and in different stages of the VSC (Möller et al. 2005). 

• Vertical value nets; including supplier nets, channel and customer nets and vertically 
integrated value systems. 

• Horizontal value nets, covering several modes: competition alliances; resource/capability 
access alliances; resource and capability development alliances; market and channel 
access/cooperation alliances; ‘‘networking forums’’—company or institutionally driven. 

• Multidimensional value nets (MDVNs), including ‘‘core or hollow organizations,’’ complex 
business nets and new value-system nets. 

Möller et al., 2005 
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Figure 2.5  Typical strategic nets and their characteristics in different stages of the VSC (Möller et 
al. 2005) 

The “Hollow Organizations” refer to organizations whose core competities lie in 
designing or coordinating complex business networks and utilizing an offering that 
makes sense to the customer. An example is Amazon.com where products and 
services are bundled and combined into a market offering that attract customers, but 
produced by other actors than the “hollow organization”. 

2.7.7 Business driven networks 
A business driven network can shortly be described as a joint venture, where one firm 
acts as the locomotive firm of the specific venture and together with the requirements 
from the customer puts together a team of firms with the desired core competencies to 
successfully solve the customer’s problem. The locomotive firm receives 
requirements and specifications from the customer. The locomotive firm handles the 
communication with the customer and through its informal network of both vertical 
and horizontal competences it bargains with different firms to find the best solution 
for the customer. The network has an informal structure and its actors vary with time. 
There must be competition within the network to maintain the performance and 
continuous development of each actor. There are no written agreements between the 
firms. The relationships are usually established through previous collaboration or 
personal contacts – any type of relationship that can act as a carrier of trust. Based on 
the requirements from the client, the driving company seeks the desired competences 
and skills within the informal network; these can be intellectual, physical or human 
assets. The actors who fit best according to the preferences of the customer and 
locomotive firm are chosen as partners for the specific venture (Åberg 2006). 

Involved personnel from each actor form a C-IPT (Collaborative Integrated Product 
Team) that will solve the customer’s problem. A successful venture could end up in a 
new company being set up between the network actors (for long-term cooperation) or 
a “virtual corporation” (Davidow and Malone, 1992) that is more likely to disperse 
after the venture is finished. 

According to Mascanzoni and Novotny (2000) important characteristics for the 
locomotive firm in a business driven network are: 
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• “Global-‐local”	  knowledge;	  they	  must	  know	  the	  global	  market	  and	  should	  be	  an	  important	  
actor	  in	  its	  market.	  But	  also	  have	  local	  knowledge	  about	  actors	  and	  firms	  within	  the	  
informal	  network.	  The	  driver	  has	  to	  have	  both	  know-how	  and	  know-who.	  

• A	  strong	  ability	  to	  innovate,	  both	  in	  technology	  and	  organization.	  	  
• Share	  knowledge	  and	  be	  able	  to	  stimulate	  and	  educate	  the	  informal	  network.	  
• Strong	  social	  skills	  and	  be	  able	  to	  see	  themselves	  as	  role	  models	  for	  smaller	  companies.	  

The importance of a social functionality between actors in a business network (in this 
case a supplier network with collaborative product development processes) can also 
be found in Öhrwall’s report on Product development in Supplier Networks (2002). 
Here the social interaction within the three networks studies was seen as an important 
factor for the stability and functionality of the network (Öhrwall 2002). This can also 
be related to Melin’s (1989) definition of networking as ”communication that creates 
linkages between people”. 

To summarize this section it is clear that there are several models and approaches to 
how to explain and understand a firm’s strategic network. Concepts like business 
networks, strategic alliances, collaborative agreements, coalitions, inter-organizational 
relationships, partnerships, joint ventures and business driven networks all seem to be 
variations of a similar core concept that involves relationships, social interaction, 
collaboration, trust and cooperation (Provan et al. 2007). These different nets could all 
exists under the broad definition of business networks. 

2.8  Innovation 
Since the yearly 50’s the innovation process has passed 4 major evolutionary stages, 
each describing a generalized process of innovation, from idea to market launch. The 
most known and general innovation processes, which also can be referred to as 
business strategies, are technology-push and market-pull (Rothwell, 1994). The two 
processes present history’s two most common strategies to initiate and develop a 
product or service for a specific market. Technology-push implies that new 
technology - research & development - is the antecedent of the innovation. The 
invention is developed into a product that is manufactured to a cost that is less than 
the perceived value to the customer, which makes the product prosperous to the 
company and affordable to the customer. However, as competition grew stronger 
among manufacturing companies the focus of investments was put towards marketing 
of the product. Thus, the market-pull strategy became an alternative to competing 
manufacturing companies. The market-pull innovation process begins with market 
research to discover unmet needs that can be exploited through product development 
and an innovation is born from an anticipation or plausible request from the market.  

During the 80’s and 90’s the innovation process was a hot topic for research and on a 
global perspective there where two countries competing with different approaches to 
new product development. The American model involved a “coupling” model where 
NPD sprung of a mixed soil containing both market and technical research. 
Technology and market knowledge is the foundation of the innovation process that 
begins with identifying needs and possibilities, continuing with development, 
prototyping, manufacturing until marketing and sales launch the product to the 
market.  

During the 90’s a more integrative approach was developed, mainly from Japanese 
manufacturing companies. This strategy involved a concurrent process, where market 
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research initiates the process, followed by research and development, product 
development, production, manufacturing and marketing launched in a short sequence, 
allowing them to run parallel inside an integrated product development (IPD) team 
that holds regular meeting and communicate interdisciplinary to maintain a high level 
of information flow and understanding between the marketing people knowing 
customer needs and product development people knowing the limitations and 
possibilities in technology. 

According to Rothwell, we are now heading towards a 5th generation innovation 
process; an integrated process where not only the intra-firm departments are 
integrated but also extra-firm integration exists, with close relationships to suppliers, 
external distributors, research labs, and even competitors. Figure 2.6 presents the 
developments of the innovation process during 4 generations. 
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Figure 2.6  The evolution of the innovation process (Rothwell 1994) 

2.8.1 Open Innovation in an inter-organizational context 
In this section the basics of open innovation and how it can benefit a network of 
companies will be elaborated. The concept of open innovation was developed by 
Henry Chesbrough who wrote the book “Open Innovation: The new imperative for 
creating and profiting from technology” (Chesbrough 2003).  

He defines open innovation as 
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“The use of purposive inflows and outflows of knowledge to accelerate internal 
innovation, and expand the markets for external use of innovation, respectively. Open 
innovation is a paradigm that assumes that firms can and should use external ideas as 
well as internal ideas, and internal and external paths to market, as they look to 
advance their technology. “  

Chesbrough, 2006, p. 2 

While innovation traditionally have sprung from a closed research environment and 
followed an internal value chain from research, to development, and finally releasing 
a new product to the market Chesbrough noticed a paradigm shift where companies 
started searching both internally and externally to find interesting ideas and potential 
innovations. Open innovation facilitates new ways of making profit especially in 
technology intensive markets. The open innovation model allows for both an internal 
and external technology base, innovations does not necessarily have to be fully 
developed by the innovating company. New business models utilize the possibilities 
of licensing technology, starting new companies as technology spin-offs, to reach new 
markets and differentiating the company’s income sources.  

Open innovation should not be confused with open source, where the ideology is 
more radical in the sense that the product of open source should be available to 
anyone and the primary goal is to distribute and encourage use of the product and 
continuous development primarily. Open innovation shares the idea of achieving 
faster and more efficient innovation by incorporating external sources of knowledge 
and technologies. A first-mover advantage (FMA) could be achieved from break-
through research and an effective innovation process and is claimed to give a new 
product a better chance to become profitable because the lack of competitors opens 
the market. Although FMA is one factor of many that may affect the success of new 
product development, being first mover does certainly not guarantee commercial 
success (Shrivathsan 2006). 
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3  Research methodology 
In the methodology chapter I will describe the methodology and scientific approach 
of the thesis. The research strategy is discussed regarding how to approach the 
complexity of the world, what assumptions are possible to make and how to approach 
the research methodologically. Since this area is somewhat unfamiliar to me, and 
maybe also to you, I will mention some typical philosophies used for different types of 
research and explain their basic purpose. 

3.1  Research philosophy 
According to Creswell (2009) when approaching qualitative, quantitative and mixed 
methods research there are four typical philosophies that have their dedicated 
worldview. These are postpositivism, constructivism, advocacy/participatory and 
pragmatism.  

The postpositivistic worldview was developed from the positivist worldview, which 
argues that knowledge is absolute truth. However, postpostivists challenges that view 
and claims that we cannot be positivistic when studying human behaviour. Traditional 
natural science and experiments leading to empirical data that must be studied 
objectively normally use a postpositivistic philosophy analysing their data.  

The social constructivist believe that the world is subjectively constructed in the mind 
of every human and if you want to research the world you have to understand the 
complexity of the construction that every human carry with them. The construction is 
not a “print” in every human but a social construction, based on influences growing 
up and external input. This means that the world can be described only through 
interaction with other humans. The researcher has to take sociological and historical 
aspects into account when interpreting the meanings and findings of a research. Social 
constructivists usually conduct qualitative research where they often have an 
explorative strategy to approach a subject and then try to build theories on 
interpretations in opposition to the postpositivist who builds theories and uses 
experiments to test and improve the theories until the experiments prove their 
hypothesis in a satisfactory way. 

The advocacy and participatory worldview focus on marginalized people that do not 
fit into the generalisations of postpositivistic research. The methods used often 
involves the researched objects making them participate and help destroy the 
structures that in some way are separating them from the norm. The goal of the 
advocacy research is to change common practices. The conclusions are often formed 
into an action agenda.  

The pragmatic worldview is based on actions, situations and consequences. The 
pragmatic researcher does not have a determined way to find a solution. The 
pragmatic researcher focuses on the research problem and tries to find a solution in 
any way possible. 

Subjectivity always influences the way we interpret and understand a situation, action 
or consequence. Our culture, values and previous experiences of life will affect how 
we interpret the world around us. However, by analysing the world from different 
perspectives and with different approaches one is able to minimize the noise that our 
inevitable subjectivity is adding to the research. This is called triangulation. The 
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research philosophy describes the worldview of the researcher and is also connected 
to the methods and strategies used to conduct the research (Creswell 2009).  

In this thesis, the research goal is to acquire new knowledge about the strategic 
networks of a specific type of firm, environmental technology SMEs. I choose a 
pragmatic worldview that has a clear focus on the problem description. The pragmatic 
worldview addresses the freedom of choice as a researcher to use methods and 
techniques that seem to fit the specific needs and purpose of the research. Pragmatics 
sees the world as a cultural, social, historical and political melting pot. Anything that 
is being researched happens here and these contexts cannot be neglected. The 
pragmatist can rely on multiple methods, and different worldviews as well as different 
forms of data collection. (Creswell 2009) 

3.2  Research strategy 
The research strategy of inquiry for the pragmatic researcher can include strategies 
from both quantitative and qualitative methods. Campbell and Fisk first used the 
mixed methods approach in 1959 by, when they used multimethods to study the 
validity of psychological traits (Creswell 2009). The mixed methods strategy allows 
for triangulation of data sources (approaching an issue or unit from several different 
angles) that is claimed to reduce or neutralize biases that a single method might add to 
the research (Creswell 2009). For this thesis I will use an exploratory qualitative 
research strategy, mainly focusing on gathering as much data as possible to have a 
possibility of digging deeper into more salient information. The research will not be 
based on a hypothesis, but the goal is rather to develop a hypothesis about the 
influence and importance of strategic networks in Swedish environmental SME’s.  

3.3  Research methods 
The research methods used in this study are derived from exploratory research 
strategy and involve telephone interviews with Swedish SME’s acting in the 
environmental technology industry. The interview will be prepared using a semi-
structured interview/questionnaire addressing the five main areas of the thesis; 
collaborative product development, business networks, communication tools, PSS and 
interest in developing markets. Sequentially the findings of the telephone interviews 
will be analysed and a selection will be chosen for the in-dept case studies that will 
provide more comprehensive data. The case studies will be executed during a 
company-visit where a semi-structured interview-guide will be used to get deeper 
knowledge about the firm’s strategic network and its business strategy and how it 
involves and depends on other firms and actors. The summary of the first interview 
will be used as a starting point. Other resources like websites and business data will 
also be used as sources of information. An overview of the research design can be 
seen in figure 3.1. 
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Figure 3.1  A model of the research design for this master thesis 

3.4  Selection of companies for telephone interviews 
The selection of companies for the telephone interviews was based on a list provided 
by Swedfund presenting the 17 most interesting investment objects among a database 
of Swedish environmental technology firms. A consultant employed by Swedfund to 
investigate Swedish environmental technology had selected these 17 firms as most 
interesting from an investment perspective. Criteria added to these 17 firms were; 

• Should	  be	  an	  SME	  or	  subsidiary	  business	  to	  a	  large	  parent	  company	  
• Interest	  to	  export	  their	  market	  offering	  to	  developing	  markets	  
• Availability	  

Based on these criteria 11 firms were finally contacted and interviews were held with 
a person who had an overview of the company, from an inter-organizational 
perspective (usually this was the CEO, CTO, or marketing manager). Table 3.1 
presents the selected firms and their general type of business. The selection was 
heterogenous with varying categories of environmental technology as well as the size 
and the experience of the firm. This was intended, as the heterogenous group 
hopefully would provide differing answers to the questionnaire.  

Table 3.1.  The eleven firms and their categorisation 

Firm name Category Market offering Current export to 
emerging markets 

Employees 

Envac Group S-PET Vacuum waste collection 
system 

S. America, Middle 
East, Asia 

615 

ClimateWell IES Heat powered air 
conditioner 

Dubai, India 51 

Effpower IES High capacity batteries 
for hybrid vehicles 

- 14 
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MyFC IES Compact fuel cells - 2 

Mercatus 
Engineering 

L-PET Cleaning liquids from 
industry processes 

China, Middle East 17 

Chemrec S(L)-PET Black liqour gasification 
technology to extract 
biogas from paper and 
pulp industry 

- 10 

Pilum 
Engineering 

L-PET Effective energy 
recovery from hot and 
humid flue gases.   

- 6 

Systemair A-PET Develops and produces 
air treatment equipment 
with focus on quality, 
functionality and energy 
efficiency 

Russia, Asia, 
Middle East, Africa 

1950 

Polyplank IES Recycles plastic waste 
into new material 

South Africa 19 

Dustcontrol A-PET Offers dust separators 
and air treatment 
solutions 

- 140 

Anonymous 
Firm 

A-PET Air treatment 
technology. Pumps, 
compressors and filters 

- 148 

 

3.5  Selection of firms for case studies 
The selection of firms for the case studies was based on facts from websites, as well 
as the subjective impression and results that was gathered during the telephone 
interviews. The research question stated before the data collection was deliberately set 
very open with the ambition that the telephone interviews would lead to some salient 
findings that could be further analysed in the in-depth case studies. After discussing 
the results of the telephone interviews with Swedfund and members of the LIAN 
research team, a selection was made. Firms that had a clear focus on nurturing 
relationships, a high level of collaboration within the value chain, a global/local 
presence and potential to act as a locomotive of business driven networks were 
prioritized. The firms selected were Envac Group, ClimateWell, Chemrec, Effpower, 
MyFC and Pilum. 

Chemrec, Effpower, MyFC and Pilum were all very busy during the last months of 
2009 and were unfortunately unable to take part in the case study. In the end two in-
dept cases were executed and analyse: Envac Group and ClimateWell. 

The first case study was held with the CEO of ClimateWell, Mr. Per Olofsson at their 
head office in Örnsberg, Stockholm. The interview took place on December 3, also 
participating were José Manuel Sarrión (MSc thesis student from LiU) and my 
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supervisor (and temporary project leader of the LIAN project) Anna Öhrwall 
Rönnbäck (Professor at LiU). 

The second case study was based on an interview held with the CTO of Envac Group, 
Mr. Tomaz Lewander at their head office in Gröndal, Stockholm. The interview took 
place on December 3. Also participating were José Manuel Sarrión (MSc thesis 
student from LiU) and my supervisor (and temporary project leader of the LIAN 
project) Anna Öhrwall Rönnbäck (Professor at LiU). 

3.6  Case studies 
Case studies are often used when a researcher wants to answer questions like 
“How…?” or “Why…?”. It may include several different research methods, e.g. 
interviews, observational studies, documents and physical artefacts (Yin 2008). Both 
single case studies and multiple case studies can be analysed in differently. Most 
commonly multiple case studies are used when a phenomenon might be replicating in 
several cases and the researcher wants to explore this phenomenon.  

Tthe case studies will be analysed both individually in relation to the theoretical 
framework and in comparison with each other. The guidelines used for each of the 
case studies can be found in Appendix II (ClimateWell) and Appendix III (Envac 
Group) 

3.6.1 Interviews 
Interviews are one of the more common qualitative research methods available. 
Interviews can be done in person, over the telephone, or in focus groups where are 
group of interviewees are asked a number of questions and allowed to discuss the 
matter between each other. It’s mostly common that these interviews are conducted in 
the context of the interviewee or somewhere were this person feels comfortable and 
relaxed.  The questions can be both closed and open in their character. Because the 
purpose of having a qualitative interview often is to find new information and explore 
a problem open questions usually are more common and allows the researcher to dive 
into unknown waters.  

The interviews for the case studies will be held at the head offices of each firm 
together with representatives from the LIAN research project and the case firm. The 
interview guide that was used for each firm can be found in Appendix I. 

3.6.2 Seminar 
In February a seminar on how to successfully export Swedish environmental 
technology and the implications and opportunities connected with Stockholm being 
the Green Capital of Europe in 2010 was visited. The seminar had representatives 
from industry (e.g. Scandinavian GtS, Pilum Engineering, Fortum, Envac Group) and 
the municipality (Eva Hamilton). The seminar was arranged by IVL (the Swedish 
Environmental Institute) and Stockholms Miljöteknik Centrum (SMTC).  

3.6.3 Web sites and Business database 
Company websites and Affärsdata (business database) were used as sources of 
information and as a part of the data collection methods. 

3.7  The research in practice 
The research in practice is visualised by figure 3.2, where the two data collecting 
steps are represented by diamonds. The model presents the starting points of this 
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research, being the LIAN research project, my personal background, Swedfund, who 
had a part in the decision of what firms to investigate and the theoretical framework 
investigated before the data collection began. The research question developed from 
the theoretical framework is the starting point of the first block. Inspired by the 
creative diamond that was developed by Alex Osborn, who developed the foundations 
of the creative problem solving (CPS) technique in 1963 (Osborn 1963) the shape is 
used to represent the process of data collection, categorization and analysis. In CPS, 
the diamond represents the creative problem solving process with the diamond shape 
where the top half represents the diverging stage where ideas are collected without 
any judgement or analysis involved. In creative problem solving the main goal is to 
gather as much ideas as possible, enabling your mind to think freely and without 
constraints. Analogously my ambition was to collect as much information as possible 
using an open interview guide without trying to affect or influence the answers of the 
subjects. The lower half of the diamond represents the converging stage where - in 
creative problem solving - ideas are identified, categorized and analysed. In this thesis 
the converging stage involved categorizing, indentifying and analyzing significant 
data. 
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Figure 3.2  The research process with the two main data collection blocks 

3.8  Quality of results 
The qualitative data was analysed using a structured method. Both telephone 
interviews and in-dept case studies were recorded and notes were taken during these 
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events as well. The notes were transcribed into a summary, gathering as much 
information as possible. Incomplete or insufficient notes were complimented with the 
recordings to avoid misunderstandings and subjective memory preferences. The 
summaries were read through and used to structure the results. The results were 
divided in two sections, one based on the telephone interviews and the other on the in-
depth case studies. The telephone interviews are summarised into one section in the 
report. The individual summaries of each interview can be found in the appendix. The 
in-depth case studies are presented individually using the same structure. The data 
from the case studies and telephone interviews were joined together to a cross case 
analysis. Salient information was elevated and further analysed. The process was 
iterative, which made it possible to go back to revise the theoretical framework and 
develop the knowledge base further to better understand the findings. I highlighted 
significant data that relates to the theoretical framework or internally between the two 
cases and telephone interviews. Both similarities and differences were elevated and 
discussed. The conclusions answer to the research question and propose suggestions 
for future research areas and possible ways to use this master thesis as a starting point 
for future research. 
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4  Results 
In this chapter I will present the results from the both phases of data collection. The 
results are mediated with a conscious ambition to avoid any subjective thoughts or 
reflections. However, in qualitative research it is hard to reproduce data without 
adding any personal bias but as this chapter should conceive the data that will be 
analysed in the next chapter 

4.1  Results from telephone interviews 
The telephone interviews were conducted during October and November 2009. 
Unfortunately one of the companies where too busy to further participate in the study, 
and despite the telephone interview already been held the company chose not to 
participate and their data was removed from the thesis. The following sections 
presents a summary based on the 5 categories of questions asked during the telephone 
interviews. The complete summaries of each interview can be found in Appendix IV 
together with the interview guide. 

4.1.1 General experience of collaboration 
All the firms had experience from working in collaborative projects with other 
companies. However, the attitude towards the benefits varied. Some basic findings 
were that firms that had a stronger focus on technological innovation because their 
product is in the early stages of the product lifecycle or other, seem to have a pro-
active role defining and managing their inter-organizational relationships. The 
characteristics of the collaboration project varied a lot and each firm presented unique 
collaborative settings and relationships. Firms working with industry processes 
(mainly L/S-PET firms) had to collaborate in most projects as their market offerings 
were low volume and high investment systems/plants, or components in a 
system/plant, that required specific competences from various actors throughout the 
business process. There were also cases of horizontal networks that joined forces to 
penetrate new markets, e.g. a number of firms in L-PET industry have formed a 
network organization called Clean Water Sweden (CWS) to promote their own 
products on the Polish market.  

4.1.2 Product-service systems 
Almost all of the 11 firms interviewed are technology intensive businesses with a lot 
of technical knowledge and experience. None of the 11 firms are pure consultants, 
offering their knowledge as a service, but all firms have products integrated in their 
market offering. However, some firms are more service integrated than others. 
Generally, the firms that have own manufacturing and produce their own products are 
less involved with offering service agreements or employing business models that 
involve use- or result-oriented services where the product becomes an integrated part 
of the service offering. But in general, these firms are usually technology driven and 
focus their innovation and development on finding the best technology, rather than 
trying to think about how to offer their products and services. 

Almost all of the firms that offer products or systems that are integrated to other 
existing systems (e.g. Pilum Engineering, Chemrec, Mercatus and ClimateWell) all 
offer services like education and technical expertise regarding their systems and most 
offerings include feasibility studies where engineers use their knowledge to 
approximate the benefits of the offering. Often these services are included in the cost 
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of the product. This contradicts the theories of product/service systems where the 
service should be what customers pay for in addition to the cost of the product or with 
the example of 2nd or 3rd category PSS where the offering is functional or result-
oriented the product remains as a property of the offering firm and the customer is 
charged for using the product or for the results achieved by the product. 

4.1.3 Collaborative product development 
All firms mentioned that they collaborate with their buyers, end-customers and 
suppliers, but the type and intensity of supplier-firm relationship varied a lot. Some 
firms were offering standardised components or systems that were developed by a 
parent company or general contractor and there was little product development within 
the firm. On the other hand a couple of firms presented interesting scenarios; 
especially the previously mentioned battery technology firm who was developing 
their technology in a collaboration network geographically dispersed over Europe. 
Another example is Mercatus Engineering who is one of the actors involved in the 
business driven network REAL, currently studied by the LIAN research project. In 
this case three companies are working together to offer a plant that recycles chemicals 
from the wastewater from a paper mill. The three companies all have complimentary 
competences that involve the necessary experience to build the plant. Six of the 
interviewed firms have offerings that are parts of larger integrated systems, where 
several actors delivers components and a general contractor handles project 
management, business agreements and administration. These systems all had similar 
characteristics of a general contractor being responsible for the installation and 
assembly of the total solution (a plant). Chemrec, Pilum, Mercatus, ClimateWell and 
Systemair collaborated in these types of settings.  

4.1.4 Business networks 
Almost all companies interviewed had a relationship to one or many trade 
associations and relationships with universities and other institutes. The purpose of 
the trade associations was mainly to get updates on trends and developments in the 
industry, setting standardizations, lobbying, as well as finding new customers. The 
trade associations can help founding co-opetitive networks. Many firms also had 
relationships with universities’ with the purpose to get access to new knowledge and 
ideas. These relationships could be seen as competence or knowledge networks. The 
engagement with trade associations varied a lot. The two start-up companies still 
working on their new product development mentioned being too busy to have time to 
be actively involved in these networks. In some cases small networks of companies 
offering products in the same markets (e.g. A-PET and L-PET firms) start own 
networks to act together with the goal to penetrate a new market. An example of this 
is Clean Water Sweden, where Läckeby Water Group, Meractus Engineering, Pilum, 
Polyproject, Hotab Group, KPA Engineering and NovaTek have joined forces to offer 
complete and customized solutions for industrial applications focusing on energy 
production from coal, waste and biomasses as well as biogas production6 aiming at 
the Polish market. This type of network would also fit the category business giving 
networks. A recurring type of relationship between the interviewed SME’s is the 
lobbying network. Environmental technology and its implications and ambitions to 
improve the living environment are constant topics among leaders and governments 
of the world. An incentive, tax-benefit, or legislation constituted by a local 
                                                
6 www.cleanwatersweden.se 
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government or municipality might have drastic effects on the business environment 
for these firms. Because of this, most environmental technology firms try to activate 
politicians and political organizations to execute resolutions that promote 
environmental technology. These activities play an important role for companies that 
offer unique products (low number of competitors) that are radically different to the 
substitutive technology competitors on their market. For example, Envac Group, 
ClimateWell, Chemrec and Polyplank use lobbying as method to improve the market 
situation and thus the competitiveness of their offerings. Summaries for each 
interview can be found in Appendix IV) 

4.1.5 Activities on emerging markets 
Most of the companies interviewed had interest or initiated contacts with customers in 
emerging markets. The channels of distribution were in some cases larger Swedish 
multinationals with more established markets abroad. For example, Mercatus 
Engineering has delivered components to plants built by a large Swedish 
multinational in Iran and South Africa. One of the companies’ interviewed is a 
subsidiary to a large multinational working with mining, energy, construction and 
pulp and paper industry that have large financial power. This company usually has the 
role of general contractor and is well established on the global market including 
emerging markets like Brazil, India, China and Russia and have a unique position 
compared to the other participants in the interview. However, it was clear that 
although most firms had the ambition to expand into new markets, there was no clear 
agenda on how to do this. Clear Water Sweden is one example of an initiative that not 
yet has succeeded in any market gains. The SME’s that have been most successful in 
penetrating external markets are Envac Group and to some extent ClimateWell, 

4.1.6 Communication tools 
As suspected, most communication tools used are e-mails, telephone meetings and 
physical meetings. Some companies have adapted videoconferencing tools or simply 
use Skype to communicate abroad. Only a few companies mentioned using specific 
collaborative software like Microsoft Communicator or web-based solutions that 
facilitate inter-organizational collaboration and file sharing.  

4.2  Case study I:  ClimateWell AB 

4.2.1 General information 
ClimateWell is a hardware manufacturer and developer of a heat powered air 
conditioner. Entrepreneurs Göran Bolin and Ray Olsson founded the company in 
2001. Ray Olsson has developed the technology, which is using a salt-based triple 
state absorption process since the 1970s in the company SunCool and Göran Bolin 
came from a successful career as an entrepreneur working with sustainable 
technology for decades.  

In 2008 ClimateWell’s first manufacturing plant was opened in Olvega, Spain. Their 
core areas are innovation, product development and manufacturing. The Group 
(ClimateWell AB, ClimateWell Spain and ClimateWell Core Technologies) turnover 
for 2008 was around 36 MSEK and they have 59 employees in Stockholm and Spain. 
Their target market right now is the Mediterranean region focusing on Spain (where 
they have a network of distributors) and Italy (2 distributors). They also have 
distributors in Australia (1) and Dubai (1). A ClimateWell licensee, Turnstone 
Environmental Technologies, is currenlty setting up a manufacturing plant and 
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product development in India, with products aiming at the Indian market. On a long-
term basis ClimateWell are looking into the possibilities to enter the US, South 
American and South African market.  

The firm structure of ClimateWell consists of four departments (see figure 4.1): 

• Product development 
• Manufacturing, sourcing and quality 
• Sales and marketing 
• After-sales and customer support 

 
Figure 4.1 Organizational structure of ClimateWell 

Within in the four departments one could categorize the product development and 
manufacturing, sourcing and quality departments as the technology team and sales 
and marketing together with after-sales and customer support creates the business 
team. This means there are three teams within ClimateWell; the innovation team, the 
technology team and the business team. 

4.2.2 Market offering 
The market offering of ClimateWell is an energy converter used in solar powered air 
conditioning systems. ClimateWell acts as a component supplier to distributors that 
offer complete heating ventilation air conditioning (HVAC) solutions to their 
customers. The HVAC distributors sell the product as a component in a system of 
solar thermal collectors, pipes, actuators, ClimateWell-unit, air outlets, etcetera. 
ClimateWell consciously chose to align themselves early in the value chain to better 
focus their competencies on improving their technology; incremental innovation and 
finding of new areas of application.  

The system offering by HVAC is always a combined product/service offering where 
installation and service-agreements are offered with the product. To support this 
activity ClimateWell offers guarantees for the functionality of the product to their 
distributors and they also take an active role in promoting customers to buy the 
product.  

The product can store energy and product either hot or cool air from it’s energy 
source, which is hot water that is heated by thermal solar collectors. Figure 4.2 
presents a typical system offering for a single house customer. 
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Figure 4.2  The CW®10 installed in a single family home system (source: ClimateWell website) 

ClimateWell is a young company; the product was just recently launched on the 
market and many years of research lies behind developing the technology into a 
profitable product. However, their CEO Per Olofsson believes the future is optimistic 
when saying 

“Our product is like the T-ford. It’s now a car; with four wheels, a steering 
wheel - but not very comfortable, inefficient and expensive. Only comes in one 
colour. It’s the T-ford, and it has about the same theoretical potential to go 
from the T-ford to a BMW M3. But it is probably going to take 40-50 years.” 

      Per Olofsson, CEO 

4.2.3 Collaborative product development 
In the product development process ClimateWell prefers close collaboration and with 
their suppliers. Per Olofssons believes collaboration help prevent problems that might 
occur further down-stream in the process. Problems that, if not prevented up-streams, 
must be solved with sub-optimal solutions further down-streams, which will be more 
costly for the customer.  

The strategy of keeping innovation in-house and focusing internal activities on both 
radical and incremental improvements of the core technology is maintained by a 
group of suppliers that manufacture supplementary parts and components. The 
vertical network up-streams will be further elaborated in the section of business 
networks. 

4.2.4 Innovation 
About 25 % of all energy consumed in the world is used to either cool or heat 
facilities. 80 % of these 25% are used to cool facilities in warm regions and what the 
developers of ClimateWell’s technology wanted to do was find a way to capture the 
excessive sun energy released during hot days and make it accessible when it’s 
needed, either to cool or heat housings. 

The technology used in ClimateWell’s product has been improved to meet the 
demands for a solar cooling device that is both efficient and cost competitive. The 
product uses a LiCl water solution to create a process that allows for hot water to be 
transformed into cool water through a chemical process where pressurized tanks and 
valves controls the condensation and vaporisation of the solution. The product also 
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holds the possibility to store heat for a period of time, which makes it possible to 
extract hot or cool water during nights and cloudy days as well. Around 150 MSEK 
was spent in research and development costs to develop the product. Their technology 
is proprietary and involves a number of patents. In October 8, 2008, they started 
delivering products from their new built manufacturing plants in Spain.  

Ray Olsson first developed the technical innovation in a company called SunCool. 
Ray has worked with the technology since the 1970’s and in 2001 he and Göran 
Bolin, who formerly had worked with solar thermal collectors, founded ClimateWell 
and started the process of taking their innovation to the market. The problem they 
were tackling is best described with figure 4.3. 

 
Figure 4.3  Solar energy and its availability compared to when there is a demand for energy (source: 
ClimateWell’s website) 

ClimateWell’s technology uses the sun’s energy every day of the year and has 
capacity to charge and store solar energy as heat for a longer period of time. This 
makes it possible to distribute the stored energy when necessary.  

4.2.5 Business network 
ClimateWell has a broad business network including suppliers, distributors, customers 
and policy makers. In general, the vertical network can be divided into three types of 
collaborative projects. These all concern different internal departments of the firm. 
Supporting the vertical network there are a few horizontal networks; trade 
associations, relationships with academia and investment relationships. 

4.2.5.1 Innovation network 
To support the innovation within the firm, ClimateWell has recently founded 
ClimateWell Core Technologies whose purpose is to work with long-term projects 
concerning radical innovation and new product development (NPD).  

The innovation team collaborates with large enterprises in developing new products 
for new applications based on ClimateWell’s (ClimateWell) technology. These 
projects are long-term oriented and lasts between 3-5 years. The goal here is to find 
new markets for ClimateWell technology and to pass these new innovations on to the 
technology team that has knowledge to transform the innovation to a ready-to-market 
product.  
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4.2.5.2 Product development network 
The technology team works with incremental improvements that improve efficiency 
and cost of the product. They collaborate with a number of suppliers all over Europe. 
The core parts of the product are manufactured internally in ClimateWell's newly 
opened factory in Spain. A network of suppliers produces complimentary parts and 
components like electric components, chassis and hood. ClimateWell continuously 
challenges their suppliers and collaborates to further improve every aspect of the 
product. The product development projects usually last between 3-12 months. Most 
components in ClimateWell’s product are customized and developed by the suppliers 
in collaboration with ClimateWell. Geographically the suppliers are spread out over 
Europe, mainly in the countries Spain, Germany, Sweden and Italy.  

4.2.5.3 Distribution network 
The distribution network collaborates closely with the business team of ClimateWell. 
The business team deals with initiating new customers and sharing technical 
information and instructions to the distribution network. The distributors are mainly 
local SME’s working with designing, installing and selling Heating, Ventilation and 
Air Conditioning (HVAC) systems. The HVAC distribution market is very non-
consolidated and to enter their business hoping that they will sell your product is not 
easy. ClimateWell uses direct promotion to interest end-customers of their product. If 
the end-customer wants ClimateWell’s offering they are redirected to a local HVAC 
distributor that will purchase the product from ClimateWell and design the system 
that is sold to the end-customer. To stimulate and attract new customers ClimateWell 
has developed a software tool that can simulate the performance of a thermal solar 
heat system using the ClimateWell-10 or ClimateWell-20 air-conditioner. The 
software is shared with distributors and presents customer oriented data estimating 
energy savings, cost savings, capacity and general performance based on predicted 
sun hours in a specific region and the configuration of the system. ClimateWell also 
uses this tool in sales and marketing. They business team spend a lot of their time on 
direct promotion, which also involves finding on-going and planned construction 
projects and promote the ClimateWell product to general contractors or end-
customers. 

4.2.5.4 Horizontal relationships 
ClimateWell has support from their investors, academia, policy makers and trade 
associations both with complementary technologies and competitors. They also have a 
network for business intelligence with the purpose to monitor trends and the dynamics 
of the global markets. ClimateWell believes that the environmental technology 
industry is very dependent on political initiatives and legislations and this motivates 
their strong engagement to trade associations that facilitates environmental 
technology and helps to develop networks between industry, academia and decision-
makers to improve the business climate for environmental technology.  

4.2.6 Business model 
ClimateWell maintains a position up-streams in the value chain (see figure 4.4). This 
position has been selected since it allows ClimateWell to focus on the core 
competence of the firm; technological innovation and manufacturing of efficient 
thermal components for heating and cooling applications. 
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Figure 4.4  Value chain of ClimateWell 

The business model of ClimateWell is well defined. The company develops and 
produces a physical product; the CW10 and CW20. These products are sold to a 
network of distributors that sell the product to end-customers. Their launch market is 
Spain where they now have a large network of distributors. Errors will come along the 
way, and by starting of slowly they can learn from mistakes and hopefully grow faster 
and with less effort in new countries. ClimateWell initiates most of its business. They 
contact potential customers (house owners) of facilities to be built (mostly, but the 
ClimateWell product can be installed in existing houses as well) using either tips and 
information from the distribution network, Internet and other sources. ClimateWell 
promotes their product directly to the end-customer but does not sign a deal with the 
end-customers themselves. Instead, ClimateWell hands over the customer to a local 
distributor that collaborates with ClimateWell. The deal is basically offered to the 
distributor who then designs the complete system (using components from other firms 
to complete the system that includes solar thermal collectors, pipes, valves, and 
etcetera) and takes care of installation and service of the complete system. So in the 
end ClimateWell only initiates the deal; Direct Promotion. However, in some cases 
the distributor might suggest an end-customer to use ClimateWell products without 
ClimateWell being involved, but in 95% of the cases ClimateWell have direct 
communication with the end-customer before a deal is made. In this way ClimateWell 
can focus on their core activities, which are mainly incremental product development, 
cost reductions, assuring quality and functionality, as well as R&D activities. The 
goal for ClimateWell is to maintain their current numbers of contacts with customers 
but that distributors are motivated to find end-customers themselves so that the 
percentage number of deals being initiated by ClimateWell will decrease but the 
absolute number will stay consistent or increase marginally (see figure 4.5). 

 
Figure 4.5  The relationship between number of sold items and end-customer relationships 
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For the Indian market ClimateWell chose a different business model. Because of the 
lack of patent laws and the high risk of entering such a different market, they decided 
to sell their technology on a license agreement to a local firm (Turnstone 
Environmental Technologies) who will manufacture and develop the technology in 
India, for the Indian market. This firm is currently looking for a facility to start 
building a manufacturing plant. The license was sold together with a royalty 
agreement and a large number of corporate policies to which the new Indian 
manufacturer must conform. The license also involves a number of training hours 
where ClimateWell will educate the Indian company on technological aspects of the 
product. The idea is that the Indian company will be self-supporting and develop 
products for the Indian market using ClimateWell technology. 

4.2.7 Internationalization 
ClimateWell develops a product in Sweden, but it is clearly not for the Swedish 
market. With the limited sun hours and mild summers, not many Swedish homes own 
an air conditioner.  

Culturally there are big differences in how to access a specific regional market in an 
efficient way. These differences are not so much based on geographical distance as 
cultural diversity. Per mentions that communication with their Australian distributor 
is very straightforward and easy going compared to their Italian distributor, where 
they have a harder time understanding each other and the company culture. Spanish 
distributors enjoy a personal contact with ClimateWell whereas Italians manage the 
customer contacts themselves and the relationship is more formal and just a buyer-
seller relationship. 

4.2.8 Global marketing strategy 
Per argues that when trying to enter a new market the motivation for collaboration 
with local actors increases if this country is culturally diversified from the firm’s 
culture. If the company collaborates with local distributors or manufacturers the 
barriers of cultural diversity is easier to overcome, but at the same collaboration with 
a local firm will become more resource consuming because of the cultural differences. 
Thus, there are often a lot of work and obstacles to overcome when trying to enter 
culturally apart markets. ClimateWell tackles these obstacles by trying to ally with 
local partners or partners with local knowledge and experience of penetrating new 
markets. 

4.2.9 Communication tools 
As mentioned in previous sections ClimateWell collaborate both in product 
development and distribution/marketing/sales. In product development the firm 
usually communicates using e-mail, sending 3D CAD data and other files and 
developing solutions together. The core technology is developed in-house and is not 
dependent on external supplier communication that could risk unwanted sharing of 
proprietary knowledge. 

In distribution and sales they have close collaboration with a network of small 
medium sized distributors, mainly in Spain but also Australia, Italy and Dubai. To 
support this activity they use a number of tools; an extranet for the distributors where 
they can find important technical specifications of the product and installation guides. 
The business team also provide potential end-customers with in-house developed 
software that performs a feasibility study of the potential of installing a HVAC-
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system using the ClimateWell air conditioner taking into account meteorological data, 
size of thermal collectors and etcetera. 

4.3  Case study II :  Envac Group 

4.3.1 General information 
Envac Group was founded in 1961 when they received a patent for central vacuum 
cleaning. This technology was then transformed from vacuuming dust, to larger 
matter such as linen and garbage. The first vacuum waste system was installed in the 
hospital of Sollefteå, Sweden. The coming 48 years was going to be a turbulent but 
eventually successful journey for Envac, despite almost ending in bankruptcy in 1998. 
However, with some positive marketing and the arising trends of sustainability and 
recycling, the Envac system is now a successful product worldwide. The firm has 
about 600 employees in 21 countries and are a true glocal (global and local) company. 
The head office is located in Stockholm and regional offices are all over the world. 
Envac Group presented a turnover of 1300 MSEK in 2009.  

Envac Group are owned by the Stena sphere and divided into 5 subsidiaries based on 
geographical regions; North Europe, South Europe and the Americas, Middle East 
and India, South Korea and South East Asia and China. The fastest growing markets 
are at the moment the South Korean market followed by Middle East and India. They 
are currently the world market leader in automatic waste management systems. 

The core activities of Envac are as follows: 

• Pre-study: Estimating the cost of installing an Envac system and design it to fit 
the estimated waste volumes, optimize efficiency and the architecture of the 
system. 

• Environmental analysis: Envac will perform a number of analyses comparing 
the Envac system to other collection systems from an environmental 
perspective. 

• System design and development: Using unique software, consultants from 
Envac always work on-site, collaborating with construction companies to 
successfully build the system. 

• Component design: Envac uses both standardised and custom components. 
However, suppliers produce all components and Envac does not have any 
internal production. The components are manufactured and distributed from a 
supplier network, which involves firms from all over the world.  

• Operation and services: Envac runs their own operations and service division 
that calibrate, operate and control every installed Envac system in the world. 
All new systems can be controlled via their head office in Stockholm. The 
offering always (100%) includes an add-on service agreement.  

This means Envac do not manufacture any product or sell product to distributors. 
They are a service company that offers their customers a unique customized solution 
for handling waste. An interpretation of the organizational structure of Envac Group 
can be seen in figure 4.6 
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Figure 4.6  The organizational structure of Envac Group 

4.3.2 Market Offering 
Envac has about 4-5 different offerings on a very niche market with a low number of 
direct competitors. Although their technology is quite radical compared to traditional 
waste management system they still have to compete against these on the waste 
management market. Their technology uses vacuum to suck waste from inlets through 
pipes to a central collection terminal where all waste is collected in a container that 
can be transported to a Waste-to-Energy (WtE) plant or disposed. The waste can be 
separated in different ways throughout process. The system can either be divided into 
different fractions where each fraction handles e.g. paper, organic waste and mixed 
waste or an optic bag scanning system can be used, where different types of waste are 
distinguished by the colour of the bag and separated in the collection terminal.  

The four solutions offered by Envac Group are: 

• Stationary Vacuum Systems (see figure 4.7) 
• Mobile Vacuum Systems (see figure 4.7) 
• Kitchen Waste Systems (see figure 4.7) 
• Operations and Maintenance 
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Figure 4.7  From	  top	  to	  bottom;	  Envac	  Stationary	  vacuum	  system,	  Kitchen	  vacuum	  system,	  
Mobile	  vacuum	  system	  

All offerings come with an add-on service agreement that provides the customer with 
the necessary service to maintain the system in good working order. The offerings can 
be customized to fit specific needs which makes the Envac solution compatible with 
several different types of facilities/environments. Typical aeras of application are 
hospitals, urban areas, neighbourhoods, city centres, airports and flight catering 
services. Hospitals and kitchens have customized solutions since the system must be 
able to transport different kinds of materials such as old linen, dangerous/toxic 
materials (medical waste) and various types of organic waste.  

20% of the revenue comes from the operations and maintenance division. The market 
offerings are a typical first level product/service offering where the product is 
complimented with add-on services to support the functionality of the product. 
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The Envac product is almost completely invisible and most people living in a house 
connected to an Envac system are not even aware of this. The benefits of the Envac 
system are that since the waste is immediately transported off the premises there is no 
smell, no need for waste storage, which means no rats will be attracted to the 
premises. The system prevents people from getting in contact with toxic and harmful 
waste. One system can handle from 25 up to 50 tonnes of waste per day, which makes 
the system extremely suitable for densely populated areas. The waste is collected in a 
collection terminal that can be built up to 3 km away from the furthest inlet. 

The mobile vacuum system is very similar to the stationary system in the sense that 
there has to be built a piping system under ground (or water), but instead of having a 
collection terminal outside the neighbourhood a truck connects to the piping and 
collects the waste when necessary. 

4.3.3 Collaborative product development 
All the components included in Envac’s market offering are manufactured by a large 
network of suppliers. However, most of the technology is proprietary to Envac and 
developed and designed by Envac. For these components Envac collaborates with a 
number of global manufacturers.  

The general Envac system consists of 25-30 standardised components. Important to 
mention is that a component in this case could be very complex and consist of more 
than 500 parts. A system for a specific location is designed using the Envac 
Automation Platform (EAP) where all system knowledge and components are 
integrated. The EAP is an operational system for all Envac systems. It is used to 
configure and calibrate the system so that it will function satisfactory. The EAP is 
used in the pre-study to design the architecture of the system and to make simulations 
of expected scenarios before the system is built. The EAP is also used to monitor 
operating systems all over the world. The EAP collects all system knowledge 
available at Envac and the development of this software was a critical step towards 
global expansion. The development of the software took 4 years and it has been 
operating since 2007. 

To manage product development Envac has recently re-structured the company from 
having decentralised product development offices at each regional head office to 
centralising the product development to the headquarters in Stockholm. The purpose 
is that experience and unique configurations or custom solutions developed at 
regional offices can be absorbed by the central organization and spread out to the 
international network of regional offices. It will hopefully improve the sourcing of 
components and parts. Envac are using a 2x2 square matrix to categorize different 
types of components, see figure 4.8. 
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Figure 4.8  2 by 2 matrix presenting four different categories of Envac components 

Global suppliers mainly in Europe and Asia manufacture strategic components. The 
suppliers’ activities involve collaborative product development with Envac and 
manufacturing of the components. These are the most critical components to Envac’s 
product and the supplier relationship has a high strategic importance. The standard 
components are produced and supplied by local companies near each specific 
construction site. These suppliers must have a good communication with the 
installation company that assembles the components on site. The suppliers are both 
SME’s and large enterprises.  

4.3.4 Innovation 
The Envac system is a fairly mature product in terms of innovation and product 
development. Envac are not investing a lot of money into innovation and product 
development. Since 1960 there has been continuous research and development up 
until the mid 90’s when the system started to become profitable and matured 
technically. Since 1998 the business grown extensively and there has of course been 
incremental updates and improvements to the system done either in-house or through 
suppliers. One of the most important R&D investments during the 00’s was the EAP.  

Today R&D focuses on integration of mobile devices, e.g. mobile monitoring, the 
ability to communicate with inlets through mobile applications and improved 
automation. Automation and service/maintenance are the two most important areas to 
maintain a high level of performance of the system. A critical factor in the Envac 
system is to quickly and efficiently be able to calibrate the system to various 
conditions. Since the input of waste on a daily basis is an unknown parameter when 
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an Envac system is installed the system must be easy to adapt to the current 
conditions. Overloads of waste can lead to breakdowns and a malfunctioning system. 

4.3.5 Business network 
The business network of Envac Group consists of hardware suppliers, general 
contractors, municipalities, house owners, architects, Swedish trade council, energy 
and communication infrastructure firms, trade associations and other policy makers.  

4.3.5.1 Up-streams/Product development networks 
Up-streams Envac Group has its network of suppliers that was explained in section 
4.3.3. This network is very complex since it involves both a global network of 
suppliers of strategic components and local networks of suppliers of high volume 
components to the local head offices and regional offices. 

4.3.5.2 Down-streams/Distribution networks 
Envac Group is present during the system installation process and takes responsibility 
for their offering throughout its life cycle. All installations come with an add-on 
service agreement. The buyer is often a general contractor building a new facilitiy, 
hospital or housings area, but in some cases the municipality of a city is the buyer of 
the system. In both cases are there construction firms involved in the process. When a 
new city area is built, Envac has to collaborate with architects, general contractors, 
house owners and installation firms on the construction site. The whole process is 
described in section 4.3.6. 

4.3.5.3 Horizontal networks 
The horizontal network of Envac Group involves strong strategic relationships with 
the Swedish Trade Council and other political institutions. They are also engaged in 
lobbying networks and trade associations in waste management industry. Two 
examples are SMTC – Stockholms MiljöTeknik Centrum (Centre of Environmental 
Technology in Stockholm) who acts to facilitate collaborational tools and networking 
channels among environmental technology firms in the Stockholm region. Another 
one is SET – Swedish Environmental Technology, who is founded and driven by its 
member firms to facilitate collaboration and deliver cutting edge technology and 
competence in any aspect of environmental technology. The goal is to develop total 
solutions, custom-fitted for specific markets and needs.7 

4.3.6 Business model 
Envac’s main business is designing, installing and service of vacuum waste 
management systems in urban regions. There are two typical business cases; either 
they have to design a system for a built environment and then they usually collaborate 
with an installation company to fit the pipes to the ground and in some cases 
architects are involved with designing the inlets and their position. This case is 
usually easier to initiate depending on the characteristics of the environment. The 
second case is when a new city area is being constructed. Then the process usually 
begins with Envac trying to lobby towards politicians to promote an automated waste 
management system instead of the traditional service. If the city area is outside of 
Sweden they often make use of Swedish politicians to convince the local governance 
to install the Envac system or lobby towards tax relieves to the potential customers if 
they install an automatic system instead of traditional waste management. They also 

                                                
7 www.smtc.se and www.swedishenvirontech.com 
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promote their offering towards end-users, international delegations and general 
contractors. The Hammarby-Sjöstad area in Stockholm is used as a demonstration site 
where potential customers are invited to see the system in action.  

Every international region has different rules and legislations and this affects Envac’s 
possibilities to promote their solutions. 

4.3.6.1 The business process 
Envac conducts a pre-study. They discuss the possibilities at the specific site with the 
client. In this stage Envac makes use of the EAP software to make simulations and 
design the system based on predicted waste volumes and the physical environment to 
get an estimation of the cost and efficiency. 

If the customer agrees to install the offering Envac will join the construction site with 
5-7 employees. The team consists of one project manager and a supervisor on site that 
makes sure that what is delivered to the site is being installed and used properly by 
the installation company. Then there are usually between 2-4 designers who produce 
drawings and material basis for the installation. Usually the designers work on-site or 
at the regional office. When the customer and Envac are satisfied with the design of 
the system the installation company is called in and they begin to build. Suppliers are 
contacted during the initiation to assure that all the components and parts can be 
delivered to the site. The customer and Envac supervise the installation process and 
when about 45 days remain until the system should be up-and-running Envac start 
calibrating and configuring the system. Envac monitor the system and set up a service 
agreement with the customer. Since most systems are installed in new built areas the 
time-range of a project will last as long as the whole construction of the area. A small 
and fast running project will last for about 6 months, and the longest project was 
initiated in 1991 and is predicted to finish by 2017. Because of this, Envac usually 
sets up milestones, where payments are distributed regularly over time. If one 
customer is asking for a larger system that consists of several collection terminals, the 
total project is divided into subprojects so that one collection terminal equals one 
“project”. Today Envac has about 500 projects running simultaneously in different 
phases all over the world.  

In the value chain, Envac are positioned down-streams in the process although their 
activities range from up-streams product development to maintenance and service of 
the system (see figure 4.9). 

 
Figure 4.9  Value chain of Envac Group 

4.3.7 Markets 
Every geographical region has its own market, stakeholders and obstacles to enter. 
Envac need a different approach to promote their product for each region. This 
motivates the importance of hiring local people to the local offices. Figure 4.10 shows 
the global regions of Envac Group and their local headquarters. 
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Figure 4.10  Locations of Envac Head offce, Regional head offices and local offices 

4.3.7.1 North Europe 
In northern Europe buyers are always private contractor firms (e.g. Skanska, PEAB, 
NCC). The constructor then sells the facility including the Envac system to a housing 
cooperative that owns the house for a long period of time. The housing cooperative is 
a shared ownership of the building, where the people living in the house own it 
together. 

Driving forces to install an Envac system in northern Europe is mainly based on the 
benefits for the contractor company and involve saving building space, improving 
working conditions and cost efficiency. To promote their product Envac focuses their 
marketing - not to the buyer (general contractor) - but to the end-customer (the users) 
who will use the system and appreciate its benefits. End-users are housing 
cooperatives and tenants. 

4.3.7.2 South Europe and the Americas 
The customers in south Europe are mainly municipalities. The municipalities have a 
lot of money to gain here, since they are paying for waste management. The Envac 
system removes waste bins and heavy traffic (waste trucks), it also improves the 
quality of life and the cleanliness of the city. In many cases the municipality decides 
to build a central system in neighbourhoods and city areas and then forces the private 
contractor companies to connect to the central pipe-system. In Barcelona they want to 
install the Envac system throughout the city, and right now about ¼ of the city is 
using the Envac system. Other consolidated areas that are enjoying the benefits of the 
Envac system are Seville, Vittoria and Madrid. Projects in South America are sold 
and developed in collaboration with Spanish general contractors. 

4.3.7.3 South East Asia and China 
Environmental issues are the main driving forces to use the Envac system in South 
East Asia and China. In very high-density cities they experience problems with 
handling large volumes of waste on small areas. Here they work with multiple 
customers; governments, municipalities and private. Cities that have several Envac 
systems installed are Hong Kong, Singapore, Shanghai, Beijing, Guangzhou and 
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Macau. The situation in Guangzhou is a bit special. To get the deal in Guangzhou, the 
system had to be developed as a joint venture with the Guangzhou government as a 
companion owning 45% of the local Envac subsidairy in Guangzhou. Guangzhou 
government then became owner, customer and supplier to the system. 

4.3.7.4 South Korea 
In Seoul Envac systems are connected to Waste to Energy (WtE) plants. This is the 
only area where Envac have experienced qualified competition on the market with 
companies like Samsung, Kia and Hyundai offering competitive solutions. The 
municipality in Seoul recently legislated that 19 suburban areas and 9 city centre areas 
must use automatic waste management systems. Seoul is currently experiencing an 
intense GDP growth and this makes the market very prosperous and intensive. 

4.3.7.5 Middle East and India 
Envac has several projects running on the Arabian Peninsula. In Dubai Envac systems 
are installed on Jumeirah beach and on the man-made islands of the Palm. Abu Dhabi 
is the main market for Envac today and there’s also on-going projects in Quatar where 
four systems are under production at the Pearl of Quatar.  

4.3.8 Internationalization 
Envac Group is very dispersed over the world and every country has its own number 
of local offices. To better acquire the implicit knowledge and experience that have 
been acquired during years of developing and selling systems Envac has established a 
council consisting of a global procurement council, a global purchasing management 
and representatives from every regional office in the world. This council makes 
decisions regarding supplier of the strategic components and share knowledge and 
experiences between different regional offices.  

At the regional offices the employees are obliged to 9 days of training after 6 months 
of employment. During these 9 days they are taught how to design an Envac system 
using the EAP. After 3 years employment they are qualified for advanced training 
where they learn more advanced models for dimensioning the product for different 
circumstances. The reason for this is to protect intellectual property of the company. 
Since the original patent for the vacuum waste systems is over 40 years old it has 
expired. But still, there are not a lot of competitors on the global market. Envac is the 
market leader. With the knowledge gained after advanced training an employee could 
theoretically design and construct its own system and transfer the IP to a new 
company and threat Envac’s market position. 

4.3.9 Global Marketing strategy 
Envac has a very defined model for setting up new businesses abroad. Since a 
majority of their projects are conducted outside Sweden they have good experience 
with the whole process of penetrating a new market or new region. The Envac market 
strategy can briefly be described in three steps: Initiation, penetration and exploitation 
(see figure 4.11) 

4.3.9.1 Initiation 
The initiation phase’s goal is to develop relationships and connections with decision-
makers and possible customers. 

• Market	  investigation	  
• Identify	  significant	  factors	  
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• Identify	  prospects	  
• Profiling	  as	  a	  Swedish	  company	  

Alliances are paramount to succeed with international inauguration. Big players must 
be confronted and convinced. Envac uses conferences, visits and allies with other 
Swedish environmental technology firms to increase the impact of their negotiations. 

4.3.9.2 Penetration 
The penetration phase begins when one or two contracts/customers are established in 
a region. 

• Hire	  local	  personnel	  and	  educate	  in	  the	  line	  organization	  
• Customizing	  the	  product	  and	  marketing	  to	  the	  local	  region	  is	  a	  prerequisite	  to	  develop	  

new	  business	  possibilities	  
• Finding	  strong	  partners	  
• Initiate	  local	  presence	  

4.3.9.3 Exploitation 
When several contracts have been written, Envac usually meets competition from 
local entrants interested in grabbing a piece of the market. Envac meets this 
competition by making their business more local through establishing local networks, 
increasing their local presence and making their local business less “Swedish” and 
more local. They also strengthen their credibility on a national level by sending 
delegations from Sweden, including the Swedish Trade Council and other 
governmental committees.  

Envac still believes that the collaboration and relationships with local municipalities, 
general contractors and trade councils can become even better and that this would 
improve their exploitation speed and efficiency in establishing their product on a 
global market. 

Political influence is essential to market the Envac product internationally and without 
the engagement from the Swedish Trade Council and Swedish government they 
would have great difficulties penetrating any external market. 

The possibility to demonstrate the system by inviting delegations from abroad to visit 
the Hammarby-Sjöstad city area in Stockholm is also significant in the marketing 
strategy of Envac. Since their product is very large and complex this is an important. 
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Figure 4.11  The three steps in the market strategy of Envac Group 
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5  Analysis 
The analysis chapter will approach the data from the interviews, case studies and 
seminar to analyse it in relevance to the theoretical framework. The analysis is 
structured in regards to the theoretical framework and will compare and discuss 
interesting findings based on the collected data 

5.1  Product/service systems 
Among the interviewed firms, very few were adopting product/service systems as a 
market offering to their customers. Envac Group was the only firm who clearly 
mentioned offering add-on services to all deals. This is a typical first level product-
service offering (Manzini et al. 2001). For Envac this approach is both a necessity 
than a choice, since the complexity of their product is high and the expected life span 
is long. The product could not be held in operation or serviced without Envac’s 
involvement. On the other hand, a substantial part (20 %) of Envac’s revenue is 
generated from operations and maintenance. 

Many of the firms have a service based offering, some of the interviewed firms 
provide technical knowledge and specialist experience, which makes them consulting 
firms rather than manufacturing- or product offering firms. In more complex cases 
where the market offering is a large complex plant the services are often bundled with 
physical products or complex systems and in those cases the direct costs can be 
difficult to differentiate. 

5.2  Collaborative Product Development 
A few of the interviewed firms had experience of working in temporary collaborative 
product development projects (joint ventures), but value-creating networks with 
suppliers, distributors, strategic partners and knowledge networks were ubiquitous. 

Both Envac Group and ClimateWell offer a physical product. Their core 
competencies are strongly tied to intellectual property and technical competence. Both 
companies have used their tacit knowledge to develop software where their 
competence is translated into explicit knowledge that can be shared with potential 
customers, partners and regional offices. Both firms claim that the software improves 
their business since it allows for efficient and effective knowledge transfer. In the 
Envac case, the software is more substantial and becomes a fundamental tool in their 
business expansion and facilitates regional offices all over the world to design and 
configure Envac systems. This transformation of tacit, competitive knowledge 
embedded into the Envac Automation Platform (EAP) also protects the core 
technology of their innovation and makes sure that the system can’t be copied too 
easily. The software is used throughout each product lifecycle; from the design phase, 
construction phase, automation/configuration phase to monitoring and optimizing 
operating systems. In the case of ClimateWell the software is mainly a marketing tool, 
allowing prospective customers to easily calculate the benefits of a ClimateWell-
installation. The software is offered to the distribution network for free as a tool to 
attract new customers.  

Up-streams ClimateWell collaborate with manufacturing suppliers of components 
surrounding the core technology, such as chassis, shields, inlets, electronic 
components, and etcetera. Engaging relationships to the suppliers was a difficult task 
for ClimateWell in the beginning. The bargaining power of ClimateWell towards its 
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suppliers was initially very low since their volumes were low and the product was 
new to the market, which meant the risk was relatively high. But as volumes are now 
growing so does also the bargaining power of ClimateWell towards its suppliers 
(Porter 1979; Porter 2008). This opens up new possibilities to attract new suppliers 
that can handle larger volumes and offer a lower cost per item. However, the decision 
whether to continue collaboration with an old supplier or find a new one is not easy. 
The relationship that has developed between ClimateWell and the supplier includes a 
shared knowledge of what ClimateWell are interested in and ClimateWell has 
developed an understanding of what the supplier is capable of. This shared mental 
model supports their relationship and allow information to flow smoothly between the 
two actors (Badke-Shaub et al. 2008). Since product development and optimization is 
usually performed both at ClimateWell and by engineers at the supplier firm this 
understanding of each other’s situation helps avoiding design errors and thus lead to a 
more efficient product development process.  

5.3  Innovation 
Where the SMEs still operate in the NPD process, focused on developing their core 
technology to a profitable innovation, the collaboration with other firms (mainly other 
SMEs) is crucial for the innovation process of the product. Here, different parts and 
components of the product are outsourced to experts in the respective areas. Two 
cases in this study had settings like this. The driving company was the owner of the 
patent of the core technology and was managing both business and technical 
development, but the NPD process was divided between several SME’s with 
complimentary competence areas. In these settings the engagement of the different 
parties is essential to develop the project and the focal firm usually stimulates close 
communication with its partners and in the interviews one firm mentioned that they 
had an “open” office where their partners could go to work together on some 
collaborative task. 

The innovation process of ClimateWell is similar to the general characteristics of the 
4th generation innovation process presented by Rothwell (1994). The firm is working 
with integrated teams that collaborate interdisciplinary between marketing, research 
and development, production, manufacturing and customer service. Envac Group are 
currently changing the organizational structure and centralizing product development 
after having decentralized product development offices at each regional head offices. 
The purpose of having a centralized product development department is to better 
identify improvements and implement them on a global scale. It’s not a specific 
technology that is the innovation, but rather the system and its functionality. 

ClimateWell is currently implementing many of the possibilities that open innovation 
has to offer. Not only have they started a subsidiary that focus solely on innovation 
working closely with market leaders in shipping, trucks and boiler industry to find 
new applications for their technology. They have also shared their technology with a 
license agreement to the Indian firm Turnstone Environmental Technologies 
broadening their revenue streams to several activities on different markets. Innovation 
must be regarded as an integrated process not only in the sense that technological 
innovation is stimulated by customers, marketing, sales and product development but 
also that a technology focused firm can and should apply innovation in seven different 
areas: administrative innovation, organizational innovation, customer experience 
innovation, customer service innovation, supply chain innovation and product 
innovation (Morris 2003). 
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5.4  Business networks 
The business network of an SME includes all type of inter-organizational activities. In 
some articles this is also referred to as the firms strategic network. However, I choose 
to use the term business network as I believe strategic network can be interpreted as a 
specific kind of network that involves partners of strategic importance, e.g. trade 
associations, marketing and media relationships or relationships that strengthen the 
brand/competitiveness of the firm without being a part of its value network. 

5.4.1 Dyadic network model 
Figure 5.1 presents a dyadic model of ClimateWell’s business network with a focal 
relationship between ClimateWell and the HVAC distribution network. I decided to 
picture the HVAC distribution network as one entity, although they are a large 
number of unconsolidated actors spread out all over ClimateWell’s markets. 

 
Figure 5.1  A dyadic representation of ClimateWell’s vertical network 

I believe that this model is good for representing the vertical network of ClimateWell 
but it does not depict any horizontal or multidimensional relationships. However, a 
more holistic view of the business network, involving both vertical and horizontal 
partners can be more valuable for managerial implications.  

The collaboration with the HVAC distributors is essential for ClimateWell’s business 
and the relationships are very important to manage. At the same time, there are a large 
number of HVAC providers available; they are typically local businesses that only 
compete within in a specific region. The relationship between ClimateWell and the 
distributors is more of a partnership that involves a lot of trust and commitment from 
both parties. 

All actors in the network will benefit from easy communication and an effective 
network structure. Open networks, where actors are stimulated to communicate 
directly and avoiding secondary relationships could improve product innovation 
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speeds (e.g. setting up extranets or communication channels directly between 
suppliers and distributors or suppliers and customer may shorten the process time for 
continuous improvements of the product. But this behaviour could also lead to the 
focal firm loosing control and management over the product development process and 
would potentially increase the risk of a lock-out situation (Gulati et al. 2000). 

The dyadic representation of Envac Group’s vertical network differs from 
ClimateWell’s in the sense that the focal relationship is between the supplier network 
and Envac Group (see figure 5.2). There were no common actors shared between 
Envac and their supplier network, at least none was revealed during the case study. 
The similarities and structure is very similar and typical of SME’s; the value-creating 
activities are delegated over a large number of actors creating a complex vertical 
network.  

 
Figure 5.2  Dyadic representation of Envac Group’s vertical network 

5.4.2 Vertical business network 
Up-streams the two firms had quite different approaches to manage and maintain their 
competitive advantages and support the product realisation processes. In Envac’s case 
suppliers from a global network produce all physical components. Envac has put a lot 
of strategic effort into categorizing and modularizing their system, making it as easy 
as possible to put together with components from different local suppliers. The 2x2 
matrix (figure 4.7) presents how Envac categorises its components and how they are 
procured. The approach seems successful when the competitive advantage lies in the 
system properties and controlling and operating the system, rather than relying on 
some specific patented component design or technology of the system as is the case 
for ClimateWell.  

ClimateWell’s vertical business network involves the product development team and 
marketing team and their inter-organizational partners. The innovation team is 
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included here, but the analysis points towards the notion that the innovation net has a 
more complex nature than the supply net or distribution net and it can be considered a 
multidimensional net. However, this does not mean the innovation net should be 
excluded from the vertical network but rather be included in both the vertical and 
horizontal network. Figure 5.3 presents three vertical nets (Möller et al. 2005) based 
on the results from the case study with ClimateWell. The different networks are 
connected to the four main departments in the internal organization of ClimateWell. It 
visualizes the supplier network, distribution network and innovation network and the 
supportive tools that facilitate communication within these networks.

 
Figure 5.3  The vertical network of ClimateWell embedded in its organizational structure 

In Envac’s case the process is more structured and the process times are very long. A 
contract might last for several years, from signing the contract until the system is built 
and operating. The vertical network involves a lot of supportive activities like 
architects, general contractors, municipalities and installation firms and during the 
whole process Envac has to be present and supervise the activities and installation 
process. Figure 5.4 presents Envac’s vertical network embedded in its organizational 
structure. The oval semi-transparent green shape visualizes the areas where Envac has 
close collaboration with its partners. Here it becomes clear that Envac’s activities are 
more dispersed along the value chain than ClimateWell’s. Supportive tools in Envac’s 
vertical network are mainly the EAP, a physical presence on each construction site, 
telephone and e-mails. 
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Figure 5.4 The vertical network of Envac embedded in its organizational structure 

5.4.3 Value-creating networks 
The three nets in ClimateWells vertical network could be refered to as strategic value 
nets (Möller et al. 2005). Table 5.1 present the three value nets and their nature, goals 
and structure according to the model presented by Möller et al. The analysis of the 
business network of ClimateWell fits well into the model, which confirms the value-
system contiuum as an approach to analyse value-nets and their characteristics. 

Table 5.1  The three nets of ClimateWell and their nature, goal and structure 

Strategic value net Nature of the 
value-system 
embracing the 
net 

Goals with the 
strategic net or its 
hub firm 

The structure of 
strategic net 

Vertical value net; 

Product development 
– Supplier network 

Between stable 
and established 
value-system 

Incrementally 
improve the 
ClimateWell 
product, focusing 
on cost reduction 
and parts 
manufacturing 

The structure is 
simple and 
vertically oriented. 
ClimateWell is the 
hub firm 
collaborating with 
4 suppliers 
dispersed over 
Europe. The actors 
are similar and not 
too many 
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Multidimensional 
value net;  

Innovation – R&D 
technological alliance 

Emerging value-
system 

Find new 
applications for the 
core technology of 
ClimateWell 

The structure is 
complex. 
ClimateWell 
collaborates with 
researchers and 
market leaders in 
three industry 
fields: Boilers, 
Ships and Trucks. 
The relationships 
are horizontal and 
there are several 
types of actors 
involved 

Vertical value net;  

Marketing net – 
Distribution and 
customer service 

Stable value-
system 

Goal is to 
efficiently market 
and distribute the 
ClimateWell 
product to 
customers in 
Southern Europe, 
Australia and 
Dubai. 

The structure is 
simple and 
vertically oriented 
but with a large 
number of actors, 
although quite 
similar 

Business driven networks 
None of the interviewed firms were engaged in business driven networks. However, a 
few of the firms had characterisitics and experiences that make them more suitable of 
acting as a locomotive firm than others. Envac Group is probably the most suitable 
firm from the population studied. They have a glocal business with a large network of 
both global and local actors spread out over the world. The have methods to share 
knowledge internally over an organization that is geographically spread over the 
globe and they also show a great interest in the environmental technology industry in 
general and have potential to become a role-model for smaller firms offering new 
environmental technology. 

5.5  Inter-organizational relationships 
One of the first findings from the initial telephone interviews was that the companies 
have very different views on how isolated they apprehend their position in a social, 
economical and technological context. When asked about collaboration networks, 
most respondents thought “network” was a very broad concept. Also the 
interviewee’s own idea of collaboration was multifaceted and lead to different 
interpretations. A company that designs air ventilation system and have several 
suppliers of hardware and components might not claim that they are collaborating in 
product development. The communication between the firms is seen upon strictly as a 
transaction or trade, i.e a buyer-supplier relationship. Collaboration was generally 
correlated with a stronger meaning and regarded as special cases where an arising 
market opportunity or other factors required collaboration with other firms, setting up 
collaborative teams with members from the involved firms.  
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Based on the interviews I have come up with a set of different types of relationships 
that build a strategic network. These relationships are described using examples and 
generalisations from the data. Möller et al. (2005) suggested that most strategic 
networks could be categorized in horizontal, vertical or multidimensional nets. I 
believe these three categories do not fully represent the palette of relationships that 
exists within many SME’s. In the following section the different relationships are 
categorized based on whether they have a vertical, horizontal or multidimensional 
character. 

5.5.1 Vertical relationships 
Vertical relationships occur between a firm and the actors involved in the industry 
value chain of the firm. 

• Supplier relationships – Delivers parts/components/complete products to the 
focal firm. The intensity of collaboration varies depending on factors like the 
bargaining power of the supplier/buyer, availability and complexity of 
component.  

• Buyer/Distribution relationships – One of the most common relationships 
found among the interviewed companies were distribution networks. The focal 
firm who develops an offering that is a part of a larger system, or have a 
diverse customer base may benefit from a distribution network; exploiting 
existing distributors and installation firms to deliver and make the offering 
available to the end-user. Collaboration with local distributors on different 
markets enables the focal firm to benefit from the reputation, customer 
experience and know-how that local distribution firms may possess.  

5.5.2 Horizontal relationships 
Horizontal relationships are usually referred to as relationships with actors in the 
same type of industry. In this report I broaden the meaning of horizontal relationships 
to also include strategic, supportive and investment relationships that are not directly 
connected to the value-chain of a focal firm. 

• Co-opetitive relationships - Collaboration with competitors. A co-opetitive 
network usually work to stimulate national competitiveness and focus on 
finding new business opportunities and support learning and knowledge 
sharing, or the participating firms share technology where they are not 
competitors to gain competitiveness against the competitors outside the 
collaboration. In some cases, these organizations were a platform for lobbying 
certain technologies and in one example, Clean Water Sweden (CWS), the 
member companies together have employed a sales agent in Poland to explore 
that market and to improve the conditions to seize market opportunities when 
they arise. The purpose of a vertical relationship is to directly generate 
revenue to the company by improving the competitiveness of the network to 
access arising market opportunities. 

• Strategic relationships – Strategic horizontal relationships can be initiated 
between the focal firm and a number of actors. From the interviews, strategic 
relationships were considered to improve the competitiveness of the focal 
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firm. Strategic relationships can range from making strategic agreements with 
competitors - to support and advocate each other’s technologies - to 
involvement in research projects initiated by the European Union where 
relationships with institutions and research centres could lead to education and 
a knowledge strengthening of the company. Strategic relationships also 
involve organizations that engage in lobbying activities to support new 
environmental technology. 

• Global relationships - Global relationships are common among firms with a 
global presence. A global relationship ranges from a sales agent, licensed 
assembly/manufacturing, own manufacturing, clients or suppliers available in 
another country. The main purpose of global relationship is to reach new 
markets and develop long-term businesses in unexploited markets. These 
relationships act like bridges to new markets. To be able to exploit these a 
local presence is beneficial to get an understanding of the market and 
acclimatize to the business culture. This can be achieved through global 
relationships. The global relationship could be both internal and external. E.g. 
a manufacturing plant situated in a developing country will result in focal firm 
presence. This relationship could be used to gather market knowledge and 
information and eventually lead to an expansion on the market. Another way 
to achieve global relationships is by utilizing supplier, distribution or customer 
relationships to a new market and use as springboards for entering the specific 
market. 

• Financial relationships – Financial relationships are common for SME’s. 
Since start-up SME’s usually lack financial strength and capital to invest in 
NPD and other financially intensive actions they have to rely on venture 
capitalists and investment banks that have financial strength and are willing to 
either lend or invest money to the company. Especially technology intensive 
start-ups (in Netherlands referred to as technostarters (Dutch Ministry of 
Economic Affairs, Actieprogramma TechnoParner (2004), p.5) are often 
totally dependent on subsidiaries, grants, allowances and investments from 
external sources to make progress in the development of their innovation. 

5.5.3 Multidimensional relationships 
Multidimensional relationships have both horizontal and vertical components. This 
means the relationship may support the firm in both horizontal activities, like R&D as 
well as being a vertical actor in the industry value chain. 

• Innovation relationships – An innovation relationship is a close collaboration 
between two or more parties with complimentary specialist knowledge in 
specific fields of technology. Together they form an innovation network based 
around a new product or system that is being developed. These relationships 
have a high level of communication and very resource intensive. Innovation 
relationships are dependent on a high level of trust, shared goals and mutual 
benefits. As always in new product development, the uncertainty of the market 
anticipation (or rejection) is of high risk in NPD.  
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• Customer relationships – The customer relationship is traditionally seen as a 
vertical relationship, but with the recent years development towards an higher 
level of customer involvment in both the marketing, product development and 
innovation process and customer research I believe that the complexity of the 
customer relationship has increased to a point where it can and should be 
regarded as a multidimensional relationship. 

5.5.4 Integrating the 5 competitive by Porter in the network context  
The 5 competitive forces should be highlighted in the network picture, since they 
have great influence on the relationship between two actors in the business network. 
Especially the bargaining power of buyer/supplier could easily be integrated to the 
network model and thus visualize bottlenecks and help to make important strategic 
decisions. Regarding the rivalry among existing competitors and substitute 
competitors my belief is that these firms need a high level of preparedness and 
awarenesss of emerging new technology.  

5.6  Visualizing the business networks from the two case studies 
The two case studies provided sufficient information to enable a visual representation 
of each of the firms’ business network. Finding a good model for visually 
representing the business network was not easy. After reviewing a number of 
examples in the literature study it was clear that most representations were reducing 
the complexity, which made them easy to comprehend, but at the same time hiding so 
much information restricting their usability.  

A list of requirements that the visualization should fulfil was elaborated. The 
visualization should: 

• Show vertical, horizontal and multidimensional relationships based on a focal 
firm’s perspective 

• Be able to communicate primary and secondary relationships according to the 
dyadic business network (Andersson et al. 1994) 

• Show the different actors available in each industry and the number of 
partners or actors involved in the network from each industry 

• Communicate the complexity of a strategic network 
• Feature integration of the five competitive forces to increase its functionality 

as a tool for making strategic decisions. 
• Represent different types of relationships (what is being shared; information, 

tacit knowledge, intellectual property, material, money, and etcetera) 

5.6.1 Visualization of Case I - ClimateWell 
The list of criteria was used as a starting point to develop a model to visualize 
ClimateWell’s business network. Based on the orientation of the relationships the 
representation is separated into three stages; vertical relationships, horizontal 
relationships and the full business network (horizontal, vertical and multidimensional 
relationships) 

The result for the case study with ClimateWell can be seen in figure 5.5.  
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Figure 5.5  First visualization of the business network of ClimateWell 

Information is shared with competitors in the HVAC manufacturing industry in order 
to benchmark ClimateWell’s products and to learn more about state-of-the-art in the 
industry. 

Customers are acquired through direct marketing where ClimateWell approaches end-
users. ClimateWell offers an investment analysis using a dedicated software tool 
developed by ClimateWell. Distributors are informed about product installation and 
product data through an extranet that can be accessed over the Internet. Suppliers are 
informed with relevant information about the product and the internal product 
development department of CW like to work closely to their suppliers. 

5.6.2 Case II – Envac Group 
In the Envac case I wanted to use the same type of visualization; I wanted it to 
become as generalized as possible. The results present Envac’s strategic network 
using the same terminology as the ClimateWell figure. This representation shows the 
complexity of the strategic network as well as communicating the character of each 
focal firm’s strategic network. Figure 5.6 presents the business network of Envac 
Group. 
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Figure 5.6  The visual representation of Envac Group’s strategic network 

After drawing these two representations I realised there were many shortcomings. The 
model was not generalized and did not fulfil all my criteria. I developed the 
visualization for Envac, with the goal to generalize the different categories and to 
clarify what were horizontal and vertical relationships. The general visualization 
model can be seen in figure 5.7. 
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Figure 5.7  The general visualization model of a strategic network  

5.7  Possibil it ies with the network model 
The previous representations are based on restricted information that was gathered 
during each of the case studies. This representation model could be developed into a 
managerial tool to draw the business network and analyse it to predict changes or help 
in motivating strategic decisions in the network canvas. Figure 5.8 presents the blank 
network canvas and figure 5.9 is an example of how the network canvas could be 
used to analyse and understand the importance of different actors in the business 
network. The business network model could also be used as a canvas to draw a 
specific strategic value net and perform an analysis to find opportunities and threats. 
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Figure 5.8  The blank network canvas 
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Figure 5.9  An example of how a network canvas can be used as a managerial tool for SMEs 
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6  Conclusions 
This chapter will present a set of conclusions and reflections based on the analysis of 
Master thesis. The conclusions aim to answer the research questions and open up for 
reflection and discussion. 

6.1  Environmental technology SMEs’ business networks 
My conclusion is that the complexity of a business network makes it necessary to 
discriminate the holistic business network into smaller units, as proposed by Möller et 
al. (2005), using the term nets. These nets can be seen as building blocks of the 
business network. Every net has a specific characteristic, goal, and structure. As the 
visualizations I have elaborated demonstrate, a SME’s total network is very complex. 
I have focused on actors vertically or horizontally involved in the value chain of a 
specific market offering produced by the focal firm.  

I believe that management and business leaders will gain better understanding of their 
business network and stakeholders if they actively monitor and analyse relationships 
and opportunities in their nets. The benefits are manifold. Monitoring activities in 
one’s network gives access to information and a finger in the stream that makes it 
possible for managers to quickly discover new trends or changes in the network, 
whether they be changes that are macroscopic (change of external environment, 
global changes, recessions) or microscopic (inside a specific actor within a network, 
or in a relationship between two actors in the focal firms network). These changes 
may influence the current business network and help make decisions of how to 
develop relationships to actors within the business network.  

My analysis shows that collaborative product development usually refer to 
exceptional cases where an arising market opportunity is being seized by a 
constellation of firms who had the core competencies to satisfy the customer need. 
My conclusion is that collaboration is ubiquitous, but the influence of the actors in a 
focal firm’s business network is difficult to recognize and is therefore not given 
enough attention. Especially the bargaining power of suppliers and buyers is hard for 
an SME, particularly technostarters (Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs 2004) 
where the product is not yet proven on the market and the predicted sales volumes are 
uncertain. 

6.2  Strategic relationships towards international growth 
One of the main barriers that Swedish environmental technology SMEs face is the 
complexity and risks correlated to penetrating new markets. The analysis of 
ClimateWell and Envac presents two examples of companies that have succeeded in 
exploiting international markets. The ClimateWell case is a bit peculiar since their 
home market, although being a Swedish enterprise is Spain. But the common feature 
of both Envac and ClimateWell is an ability to quickly establish local connections and 
displaying their business as a local business on each market. ClimateWell established 
a manufacturing plant in Spain and tied close relationships with the not very 
consolidated network of HVAC distributors in the country. The HVAC distributors 
have a very advantageous position in ClimateWell’s strategic network, being the only 
material linkage between ClimateWell and the end-customer. However, in return, the 
HVAC distributors have a strong local presence on a regional market and their 
activities allow ClimateWell to focus on product development and innovation.  
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To support SMEs on international markets I believe Envac is a good example of how 
it is possible to utilize governmental relationships - especially the Swedish trade 
council – and other associations that can support SMEs and help them find the right 
business partners, both local and international to reduce risks and create opportunities 
for Swedish environmental technology. 

6.3  Modelling a business network 
Depending on level of analysis I suggest the network structure could involve the 
relationships and actors in an industry, thus avoiding the perspective of one focal firm 
that is the centre of the network. It is also possible to analyse the strategic network 
from a resource perspective and by analysing the configuration of relationships that a 
firm covers. An important parameter is also to what level one should analyse a 
strategic network (if based on a focal company). According to Anderson et al.’s 
(1994) definition of the dyadic relationship this could be seen as the building block of 
the strategic network. But the dyadic approach pay’s little attention to the activities 
that are outside the vertical network. The linkages are relationships that lead to the 
availability of specific resources that the other actor in the dyad possesses. The core 
competence of each firm acts as a representation of what is being accessed through 
the particular relationship.  

From the paper by Danilovic and Winroth (2005) the surface of integration, time 
horizon and scope of integration represents three quantitative dimensions that could 
help understanding the level of integration in a collaborative network.  

Möller et al. (2005) has proposed an approach focusing on a focal firm (hub firm) that 
holds the responsibility for a specific market offering that the actors within the 
network are involved with. Here, the strategic network is proposed to be modularized 
into smaller nets that are defined by their specific characteristics, structure and goal.  

My proposal is a combination of these, but with further emphasis on notifying the 
reader on the possibilities available in every step in the value network. This, by 
simply adding competitors to those actors that were chosen for a specific market 
offering, so that both the included as well as the excluded firms are present in the 
representation. The actors are categorized in sectors that represent a specific type of 
actor, in relation to the focal firm. Based on the results of the case studies and 
interviews these sectors are: Suppliers, focal firm (and its competitors, both same 
industry and substitution), buyers, investors, supportive actors and end-customers. 

6.4  Visualizing a business network 
The visualization of a focal firms strategic network had several criteria that were 
based on the theoretical framework and the analysis of my research.  

The conclusion is that visually representing a strategic network is difficult. At one end 
the visualisation should be easy to comprehend and intuitive to understand. On the 
other end it should represent the complexity of a business network and the internal 
differences between the actors and factors that affect the relationship between two 
actors; e.g. the share of business one actor receives from its peer, the size of each firm 
and the time-horizon of the relationship. Another feature that came into mind was a 
more dynamic visualization tool that imported data from a datasheet and could 
simulate the evolution of the business network over a period of time, in a similar way 
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that Gapminder8 presents statistical data. This would make it possible to easily detect 
trends and changes in the strategic network and could give great support to strategic 
decision, but would require a lot of information that in many cases are confidential.

                                                
8 A web-tool that visualizes statistical data in a way that makes it very easy to discover relationships 
between different entities. www.gapminder.org 
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7  Discussion 
The business networks of Swedish environmental technology firms are complex and 
involve a large number of different actors. The literature on business networks is very 
dispersed and a general terminology is lacking. This has lead to continuous iterations 
and reviews of the theoretical framework as I kept finding new terminology, 
definitions and approaches to analysing a firm’s business network.  

In their foundation, strategic value networks, strategic nets, business networks, value-
creating networks all aim at understading the same kind of actors and relationships. 

The terminology used in the theoretical framework used the term business network to 
represent all the inter-organizational relationships a focal firm possess. One focal firm 
can only encompass one business network. This network is dynamic, and changes 
over time. However, some relations might be stable for 20 years while others last for 
only a couple of months (Gulati et al. 2000).  

In some literature the term strategic network is used to denote the business network of 
a focal firm and I apologize if this has caused any misinterpretations in this thesis.  

The strategic network and the business network represent the same content. However, 
in some contexts, strategic networks refer to relationships whose goal is to improve 
the competitiveness of a focal firm. This means a supplier relationship is not a 
strategic relationship, since the main goal and purpose of the relationship to purchase 
a specific component or access knowledge that cannot be found internally.  

7.1  Future work 
Based on the findings of this thesis work I here present som areas where I believe 
more research could lead to a better understanding of how to perform as a SME in a 
network setting.  

Research with the network as the unit of study is not very common. Often the 
research is focusing on a focal firm and it’s activities. To get the full picture of a 
business network I believe it is necessary to analyse the network from various 
positions; the focal firm, suppliers, distributors, horizontal partners.  

Another approach that could be interesting is focusing on the market offering (product 
and service) as the unit of study. In this way, all actors directly connected to the 
product, either intellectually or physically is included and the relationships can be 
analysed from multiple firms’ perspectives. I believe this will get a deeper insight into 
the specific relationships in this type of network. It will also present several 
perspectives that might facilitate understanding miscommunication and dysfunctional 
relationships. 

Developing methods to quantify the dependency between two firms in a buyer-
supplier relationship. This type of method could answer questions like; to what extent 
is our firm dependent on this particular relationship? Being able to quantify the 
dependency of each relationship would give a better understanding of who the key 
actors are in the network.  

The search for a generic language; clear definitions between collaborative product 
development, supplier-networks, strategic networks, business networks, inter-
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organizational networks, strategic alliances, value-creating networks. Even such a 
basic concept as the value-chain has become ambiguous. Where Porter originally 
designed the value-chain of the firm based on its activities, today focus is on the 
industry value chain, which represents the value-creating process from raw materials 
to a finalized product - a process that can be referred to as the product life cycle 
according to Pahl and Bietz (1996). To avoid misinterpretations relating to the 
product life cycle defined by Levitt, T. (1965) concerning the product life cycle on the 
market I would prefer that the terminology was revised and clarified.  

Tools that efficiently can visualize a strategic network and facilitate the management 
to predict potential lock-in/lock-out situations or find possible structural holes could 
improve the profit of a firm if undiscovered opportunities are found and exploited. In 
my thesis I have proposed a starting point to such a tool, but this model has to be 
further developed and tested before it’s possible to determine whether it can be useful 
or not. 
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Appendix I  
Interview guide for telephone interviews (in Swedish) 
 

Företag: 

Kontaktperson: 

Position på företaget: 

Kontaktuppgifter: 

Hej, 

Vi ringer från forskningsprojektet LIAN – Ledning av Innovation i Affärsdrivna 
Nätverk och undrar om vi kan få ställa några frågor om ert företags erfarenheter och 
intresse kring samverkansprojekt och etablering på nya marknader 
(utvecklingsländer).  

Hela intervjun kommer att ta cirka 10-15 minuter. 

I vårt samarbete med Swedfund har vi valt ut företag som är intressanta ur ett 

samverkan eller nätverks  

intressanta produkter/tjänster (miljöteknik) 

export till utvecklingsländer 

synpunkt/perspektiv 

Frågorna handlar om er erfarenhet kring samverkansprojekt, affärsnätverk, etablering 
i utvecklingsländer och kommunikationsmedel. 

Syftet med studien är att hitta 4-5 företag som har potential att ta en styrande roll i ett 
så kallat affärsdrivet nätverk där en helhetslösning levereras till kund genom ett antal 
involverade aktörer som för ett nära samarbete för att ge mervärde och kvalitet till 
kund. 

Så, ska vi sätta igång? Första frågan är… 

 

 

 

1. Erfarenhet	  av	  samverkan	  med	  andra	  företag	  i	  utvecklingsprojekt	  och	  
roll	  i	  ett	  sådant	  projekt.	  

a. Företaget har tidigare erfarenhet av samverkansprojekt med andra 
företag? 

Stämmer inte alls 1 2 3 4 5 Stämmer helt 
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b. Antal samverkans projekt med andra företag? 

Inga  Ett fåtal Flertal  Bara samverkansprojekt 
 

c. Har ni en ledande/drivande roll i något av dessa samverkansprojekt? 
Nej Ja, enstaka fall Ja, oftast Ja, vi är alltid i en ledande roll 

 

2. Fokusera	  på	  ett	  av	  dessa	  projekt	  (där	  ni	  varit	  ledande,	  om	  så	  är	  
möjligt)	  för	  att	  besvara	  följande	  frågor:	  

a. Hur många företag medverkade i projektet? 
Ett företag  2-3 företag  4-6 företag  7 eller fler 

 
b. Vilka roller hade de olika parterna i samverkansprojektet? 

 
c. Vilket av företagen höll kontakten med kunden? 

 
d. Var detta företag ett av de drivande i projektet? 

 
e. Hur nära var samarbetet mellan aktörerna inom samverkansprojektet? 

 
f. (Om företaget varit med i flera samverkansprojekt) Är detta typiskt för 

de samverkansprojekt som ert företag varit delaktiga i? 
 

3. Företaget	  och	  affärsmässiga	  nätverk.	  Ett	  nätverk	  definierar	  vi	  som	  en	  
grupp	  (2	  eller	  fler)	  företag	  vars	  relationer	  till	  varandra	  har	  en	  positiv	  
påverkan	  (direkt	  eller	  indirekt,	  kunskapsmässigt,	  ger	  kunder	  etc.)	  på	  
företagens	  affärer.	  	  

a. Är företaget för tillfället involverat i någon typ av nätverk? 
Inga  Ett fåtal Flertal  Jobbar bara genom nätverk 

b. Vad är syftet med dessa nätverk (ett eller flera) 
Kunskapsutveckling  Affärsdrivna (hitta nya affärsmöjligheter) 
 Stärka sociala band mellan företag regionalt Annat: 

 
c. Anser du att nätverk förbättrar konkurrensförmågan hos företaget? 

Stämmer inte alls 1 2 3 4 5 Stämmer helt 

 

4. Nya	  marknader	  (Utvecklingsländer)	  

a. Företaget har verksamhet i följande utvecklingsland. (I så fall 
precisera.) 
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 Kina___________________________________________________________ 

 Ryssland_______________________________________________________ 

 Indien_________________________________________________________ 

 Östeuropa______________________________________________________ 

 Mellanöstern____________________________________________________ 

 Afrika_________________________________________________________ 

 Sydamerika____________________________________________________ 

 Annat: 
______________________________________________________________ 

b. Verksamheten i landet/länderna involverar licensierad tillverkning eller 
annan leverantörssamverkan? 

Stämmer inte alls 1 2 3 4 5 Stämmer helt 

 
c. Verksamheten i utvecklingslandet/länderna inbegriper egna 

tillverkningsanläggningar? 

Stämmer inte alls 1 2 3 4 5 Stämmer helt 

 
d. Verksamheten i utvecklingslandet/länderna involverar nya kunder och 

uppdragsgivare/beställare 

Stämmer inte alls 1 2 3 4 5 Stämmer helt 

 
e. Företaget har en stark, väletablerad position på någon 

utvecklingsmarknad? 

Stämmer inte alls 1 2 3 4 5 Stämmer helt 

 
5. Kommunikation	  

a. Det är vanligt att företaget använder videokonferensverktyg eller 
liknande när direkt (fysisk) kommunikation inte är möjlig. 

Stämmer inte alls 1 2 3 4 5 Stämmer helt 

Om ja, vilka verktyg används? 

 
b. Företaget har tillgång till konferenslokaler och bjuder ofta in 

leverantörer och kunder till möten och konferenser? 

Stämmer inte alls 1 2 3 4 5 Stämmer helt 
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c. De interna kommunikationsmöjligheterna är tillfredsställande 

Stämmer inte alls 1 2 3 4 5 Stämmer helt 

 
d. Anställda har lätt att nå den information de söker. 

Stämmer inte alls 1 2 3 4 5 Stämmer helt 

 

Så, det var alla frågor jag ville ställa.  

Tack för att ni tagit er tid att svara på frågorna. 

Ha en fortsatt trevlig dag! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix II  
Interview guide for Case study I 
 

3rd December 13:00 at ClimateWell head office in Stockholm 
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Contact: Per Olofsson 

Position in the company: CEO 

Open-ended questions: 

My plan was to find out more about their relations with other companies/ 
organizations and measure the intensity (closeness), main purpose (type of 
relationship) and dependency (e.g. what happens if this relationship terminates?) 

Activies, Actors and Resources. 

Activities: Defined by Intensity, Purpose, Dependency. 

1. Based on a typical collaborative project: Who were the main actors and their 
roles (what resources did they use) in the project, from the initiation to 
delivery of unit to customer? (Use previous interview as starting point: 1-2 
collaborative partners, and technical consultants with special skills) 

2. Who initiated the project? 
3. Who were the customer? How involved was the customer? Was this customer 

known to ClimateWell before? 
4. What are the main differences between a local customer (on any of your 

“home” markets (Sweden, Spain, Europe) and customers that are 
geographically and culturally diverse from ClimateWell? I.e. does the distance 
and culture affect the process of the business?  

5. Are international projects more likely or less likely to be conducted in a 
collaboration? 

6. What is usually the time range for a collaborative project? 
7. How much of ClimateWells resources are involved in a project? 
8. Estimate how much resources of the collaborative partners are involved? Are 

they SMEs or large enterprises? 
9. What relationships are regarded as most important for your business? 
10. How geographically dispersed are the actors? How does the geographical 

distance affect collaboration? 
11. How are collaborative projects managed business-wise? What kind of 

agreements are made between the partners? Is there a “General Entrepreneur” 
“employing” the partners or other models? 

12. What is the business model for the collaboration? 
13. What are the actors’ main resources, and what type of activies are they 

involved with? How is information shared throughout the network? 
14. Draw the typical network for a collaborative process and try to define the 

different actors, activities and resources involved 
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Appendix II I  
Interview guide for case study II  
 

14 december 2009 8:30 AM at Envac Group head offices in Stockholm 

OBS! Interview will be held with Tomaz Lewander, CTO 

Contact: Rolf Niklasson 

Position in the company: Finance Manager 

Open Questions: 

My plan was to find out more about their relations with other companies/ 
organizations and measure the intensity (closeness), main purpose (type of 
relationship) and dependency (e.g. what happens if this relationship terminates?) 

Activities, Actors and Resources. 

Activities: Defined by Intensity, Purpose, Dependency. 

1. Organizational structure of Envac Group? 
2. Based on a typical collaborative project: Who were the main actors and their 

roles (what resources did they contribute with) in the project, from the 
initiation to delivery of unit to customer? (Use previous interview as starting 
point: usually involved with infrastructural project where a general contractor 
is driving the project, need to collaborate with other partners in the project. 
Envac’s system has to be fit with other systems like heating pipes, sewage 
pipes etcetera. For one installation there can be 15 customers who share the 
product) 

3. How are projects usually initiated? 
4. Who were the customer? How involved was the customer in the process? Was 

this customer known to Envac before? How do you find customers? 
5. How close are suppliers involved in product development? How is the 

relationship with suppliers? How many are they, how important? How 
geographically dispersed are the suppliers? Supplier’s suppliers? 

6. Are international projects more likely or less likely to be conducted in a 
collaboration? 

7. What is usually the time range for a collaborative project? Think about 
different types of collaborative projects; are there sales networks, distributors 
of the product, product development networks, customer integration or 
innovation networks? 

8. How much of Envac’s resources are involved in a single project? How many 
projects are running simultaneously? 

9. Estimate how much resources of the collaborative partners are involved? Are 
they SME’s or LE’s? 

10. How is information/knowledge shared between actors in a collaboration?  
11. Which relationships are regarded as most important for your business? 
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12. What is the business model of Envac?   
13. How are collaborative projects managed business-wise? What kinds of 

agreements are made between the actors in a project? 
14. How geographically dispersed are the actors? How does the geographical 

distance affect collaboration? 
15. How does cultural diversity affect the ways business is developing? I.e. is 

there any difference in terms of collaborative partners or business model 
depending on what market the product is sold to? 
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Appendix IV 
Summaries of telephone interviews (in Swedish) 
 

Företag: Chemrec AB 
Kontaktperson: Patrik Löwnertz 

Position på företaget: Marknadschef 

1. Erfarenhet av samverkan med andra företag i utvecklingsprojekt mot kund 

Chemrec har alltid samverkan i sina utvecklingsprojekt. När en ny anläggning skall 
byggas ansvarar Chemrec för förstudien åt kunden. Ca 1/5 av anläggningskostnaden 
går till Chemrec, övriga 4/5 går till andra leverantörer av delsystem. 

Chemrec agerar projektutvecklare i processen. Hittar kunden och lägger grunden för 
en Generalentreprenör som sedan går in och tar fullt ansvar för projektet mot kund 
och som också skriver avtal med alla leverantörer. 

2. Ert företags och era samverkanspartners roller och ansvarsområden i 
samverkansprojekt 

Ett vanligt projekt innefattar 4-6 företag. De roller som huvudsakligen finns är: 
Generalentreprenören, vars roll är att bära ansvaret och ta risken för hela projektet. 
Har också alla affärskontrakt och betalar underleverantörer. Projektutvecklare är 
Chemrec, som gör allt förarbete åt generalentreprenören. Sen finns det oftast ca tre 
teknikleverantörer som levererar hårdvara till projekten. Kunden är en roll som ofta är 
anläggningsägaren, men som också kan vara flera kunder i form av ett partnerägande 
där t.ex. en bränsledistributör kan gå in som finansieringspartner och bli delägare i 
anläggningen. I de tidiga skedena är Chemrec den som har kontakt med kunden som 
sedan överförs till generalentreprenören. I detta skede är också Chemrec drivande i 
projektet och ger förslag på underleverantörer/samverkanspartners åt 
generalentreprenören. Generellt levererar teknikleverantörerna teknik och sedan 
jobbar ingenjörerna hos generalentreprenören fram helhetslösningen, 
detaljkonstruktioner och syr ihop paketen. Detta är en iterativ process. 
Generalentreprenören skriver avtalen med alla teknikleverantörer men Chemrec gör 
ett preliminärt leverantörsval 

3. Strategiska och affärsmässiga nätverk och deras syfte och betydelse. 

I övrigt är Chemrec involverat i ett fåtal andra nätverk. Har vissa avtal med 
teknikleverantörer där de ser till att varandras teknik används i de affärer som görs. 
De har också mer informella avtal eller samarbeten med företag som levererar 
nyckelteknik för deras verksamhet. Teknik som Chemrec är starkt beroende av och 
måste garantera. Här finns också en ömsesidig förbindelse att förespråka varandras 
tekniklösningar. 
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Syftet med dessa nätverk är att skapa nya affärsmöjligheter globalt och att försäkra 
tekniktillgången lokalt. Den starka lokala förankringen är viktigt. Lokala ingenjörer 
och konstruktörer måste finnas i närhet till en anläggning. 

Nätverken förbättrar helt klart konkurrensförmågan hos företaget. 

4. Verksamhet och/eller intressen i nya marknader (utvecklingsländer) 

Chemrec har ingen verksamhet i utvecklingsländer men har varit intresserade av 
Ryssland men på grund av brist på skattelättnader för alternativa bränslen har 
intressent svalnat. En förstudie kring Sydafrika är också gjord och intresse finns för 
Kina, Indonesien och Japan. 

5. Intern och extern kommunikation 

Chemrec använder sig av videokonferensverktyg, bland annat skype med projektor 
för att få mer inteaktiva möten. Annars används främst e-post och telefonmöten när 
fysiska möten ej är möjliga.  

           
  

Företag: MyFC 
Kontaktperson: Anders Lundblad  

Position på företaget: CTO och grundare 

1. Erfarenhet av samverkan med andra företag i utvecklingsprojekt mot kund 

MyFC driver främst produktutvecklingen av sin bränslecellsteknik, som är väldigt 
högteknologisk och kunskapsintensiv. Själva produkten utvecklas i samarbete med ett 
antal partners, främst mot produktion och komponenter. Här är flertalet projekt av 
samarbetskaraktär och oftast är det MyFC som har en drivande roll i projekten.  

2. Företagets och samverkanspartners roller och ansvarsområden i 
samverkansprojekt 

I generella fall samarbetar MyFC med 4-6 företag. MyFC har i dessa projekt en 
ledande roll och sköter kontakten med kunden. Deras kompetens finns främst i deras 
kunskap (Intellectual Property resurser) och de samarbetar med teknikleverantörer 
som kan leverera specifik teknologi till bränslecellen. I samarbetet finns alltid en 
bränsleleverantör som levererar bränsle och ofta finns även ett designföretag som tar 
fram formgivningen och hjälper till med ”produktifieringen” av teknologin. Dessa 
projekt sker i nära samarbete med främst fysiska besök och utbyten av kunskap och 
prover, mock-ups och modeller. 

3. Strategiska och affärsmässiga nätverk och deras syfte och betydelse 

MyFC är medlem i ett antal nätverksorganizationer, främst inom kunskapsutveckling 
och med lobbyorganizationer för bränsleceller. Dessa nätverk sammankopplar MyFC 
med forskningsinstitutioner och andra bränslecellsutvecklare. De är också medlemmar 
i FuelCellsEurope som är en lobbyorganization för bränsleceller, samt 
standardiseringsnätverk för elektroniska komponenter. Men på grund av det intensiva 
utvecklingsarbete som pågår har de en ganska passiv roll i dessa nätverk. Då det inte 
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har en färdig produkt på marknaden ännu är det svårt att för dem att avgöra om 
nätverkande förbättrar deras konkurrensförmåga. Men det hjälper till att hitta EU-
projekt och andra typer av understödjande projekt som kan finansiera 
utvecklingsarbetet. 

4. Verksamhet och/eller intressen i nya marknader (utvecklingsländer) 

Gällande utvecklingsmarknader ser MyFC stor potential i sin produkt, speciellt i 
länder där det finns ett stort användande av mobiltelefonen men där det saknas 
utbredd infrastruktur för elektricitet. 

5. Intern och extern kommunikation 

När MyFC kommunicerar med andra företag inom samverkansprojekt används främst 
telefonmöten, fildelning, fysiska möten och videokonferens över Skype. Eftersom 
samarbeten sker med partners över hela världen är MyFC väldigt beroende av att 
icke-fysisk kommunikation kan fungera effektivt och smidigt. MyFC är beroende av 
att deras kunder och samarbetspartners också har tillgång till videokonferensverktyg 
och liknande kommunikationshjälpmedel. Man uttrycker också att det blir mycket 
resor för att träffas fysiskt. En riktig videokonferensanläggning hade nog kunnat spara 
in en del av dessa resor. Men fortfarande är MyFC väldigt beroende av fysiska möten 
och workshops i det skede som de just nu befinner sig i, d.v.s. teknikintensiv 
utveckling av en produkt som kan klassas som en radikal innovation. 

           
  

Företag: Polyplank 
Kontaktperson: Ulf Björn 

Position på företaget: VD 

1. Erfarenhet av samverkan med andra företag i utvecklingsprojekt mot kund. 

Polyplank har god tidigare erfarenhet av samverkansprojekt, både kundrelaterade 
samarbeten och produktutvecklingsprojekt tillsammans med samarbetspartners. I 
vissa fall har de deltagit i projekt med ett antal aktörer där målet varit att skapa know-
how inom företaget kring nya kunskapsområden. Ca 10-15% av alla affärer är i 
samverkan med en eller flera samarbetspartners.  

Det flertal samverkansprojekt som Polyplank genomfört har varit fördelade mellan 
affärer tillsammans med fastighetsbolag och Stora Enso som är en stor kund där 
anpassade lösningar tagits fram tillsammans med kunden. Design och funktionalitet 
utvecklas kontinuerligt, då Polyplank har intern tillverkning av sina produkter och 
effektiviseringar inom produktion och design direkt påverkar prissättningen och 
mervärdet av deras produkt. Affärssamarbeten finns också med grossister som säljer 
Polyplanks produkter. Hur ser det ut om man ser bakåt i värdekedjan; vem levererar 
råvaror till Polyplank och hur ser det samarbetet ut? 

 Polyplank har oftast en ledande roll i samverkansprojekt. Ofta får de förfrågningar 
om att utveckla innovativa, unika produkter och lösningar som tagits fram av någon 
utomstående. Om den andra parten kan vara med och delfinansiera projektet och 
potentialen och risken är relativt låg för Polyplank händer det att man nappar på denna 
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typ av idéer och då är man också drivande i utvecklingen av projektet. Både 
affärsmässigt och teknikmässigt? Men ofta har dessa ”uppfinnare” inte möjlighet att 
delfinansiera utvecklingen och då leder det ofta till att projektet inte genomförs då 
Polyplank är ett litet företag som inte har de finansiella muskler som krävs för att 
satsa på ett högriskprojekt. 

2. Ert företags och era samverkanspartners roller och ansvarsområden i 
samverkansprojekt. 

Oftast samarbetar Polyplank med ett annat företag, i enstaka fall kan det handla om 
två. Dessa företag är ofta specialister eller konsulter inom ett visst område. 
Tillsammans utvärderas möjligheterna att utveckla och producera en ny produkt. Om 
dessa projekt ligger för långt från Polyplanks tillverkningsmöjligheter och 
kunskapsområden krävs oftast stora investeringar i form av maskiner och verktyg 
vilket ökar den finansiella risken. En risk som måste övervägas noga av Polyplank 
och oftast faller projekten om inte externa finansiärer går att hitta. Ett exempel på 
detta är en förfrågan om att börja tillverka lastpallar, som var ett mycket intressant 
projekt men där finansiering (kundkapital) saknades. 

3. Strategiska och affärsmässiga nätverk och deras syfte och betydelse. 

På utvecklingsnivå har Polyplank relationer och samarbeten med högskola och viktiga 
nyckelpersoner inom deras teknikområde. Tyvärr är Sverige ett litet land inom 
återvinning av termoplaster (VPC?) så här finns inte så många företag att nätverka 
med horisontellt. Men syftet med med att knyta till sig nyckelkompetenser och 
kunskapsintensiva relationer är att bättre kunna effektivisera sina 
produktionsmöjligheter och förutsättningar att skapa attraktiva produkter. Därmed är 
dessa nätverk en viktig del för att stärka Polyplanks konkurrensförmåga. 

I Sverige, Norge, Danmark och Slovakien finns ett säljnätverk med distributörer av 
Polyplanks produkter.  

4. Verksamhet och/eller intressen i nya marknader (utvecklingsländer) 

Har viss export av produkter från Sverige till Slovakien. Har ingen befintlig 
verksamhet i utvecklingsländer men har en teknik och produkt som är unik, kanske 
ensamma i världen, och en förstudie på ett så kallat technology transfer projekt sker 
just nu. Projektet går i två steg med en förstudie där målet är att bygga en 
pilotanläggning i ett utvecklingsland och demonstrera möjligheterna med tekniken. 
Men det finns många faktorer som avgör huruvida anläggningen kan bli 
framgångsrik. T.ex. är produktionen helt beroende av logistiska förutsättningar för 
kontinuerlig insamling av termoplaster och cellulosa fibrer från pappersmassaindustri. 
Här behövs också externa investerare och där har Polyplank varit i kontakt med 
Swedfund som tänkbar finansieringspartner.  

5. Intern och extern kommunikation 

Företaget använder väldigt lite digitala kommunikationsverktyg. Besöker ofta 
fastighetsmässor där man snabbt når ut till många olika tänkbara kunder och tänkbara 
partners. Polyplank gör ibland utskick där man informerar om sina produkter till 
fastighetsbolag och arkitektkontor. Kunder besöks oftast fysiskt för att genomföra en 
affär och man försöker undvika att synas på nätet då detta genererar många samtal 
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från privatpersoner som är intresserade av produkten, något som Polyplank inte har 
möjlighet att hantera i dagsläget. Men det finns en generell positiv inställning till ny 
teknik inom kommunikation, både för att nå ut till nya kunder, 
teknikutvecklingsprojekt och samarbetspartners. 

           
  

Företag: Effpower AB 
Kontaktperson: Per Norlin 

Position på företaget: Teknisk Direktör 

1. Erfarenhet av samverkan med andra företag i utvecklingsprojekt mot kund 

Effpower AB har nära samarbeten med flera partners i sin teknikutvecklingsprocess. 
Bland annat så utvecklar en företag i Skandinaviskt land den keramiska platta som 
sitter mellan anod och katod, All Know-how kring recept och produtionsprocesser ägs 
av Effpower själva. För att utveckla processen för at infiltrera bly i den keramiska 
plattane samarbetar de nära med ett forskningsinstitut i Östeuropa. Själva ramen till 
batteriet är gjort i plast och den tillverkas av ett företag i Småland Prototyp 
tillverkning av batterier sker i Dalarna, där också speciella maskiner tagits fram 
specifikt för batteriutvecklingen. Därmed är hela produktvecklingsprocessen för 
Effpower ett nära samarbete mellan flera olika parter som alla är beroende av detta 
samarbete. I Europeiskt land samarbetar Effpower med Batteritillverkare X, som är en 
batteritillverkare med mångårig erfarenhet och produktionsmöjligheter. Effpower har 
valt sina samarbetspartners utifrån kompetens och erfarenhet. Avgörande för besluten 
att använda parters i stället för att utveckla teknologin ”inhouse” har varit att då 
Effpower är riskkapitalfinansierat så är det viktigt att så fort som möjligt med en så 
liten kapitalinsats etablera sig på marknaden. Samtidigt är Effpower drivande i hela 
utvecklingen.  

2. Företagets och samverkanspartners roller och ansvarsområden i 
samverkansprojekt 

Det samarbete som finns idag för batteriutrveklingen innefattar 5 företag som tidigare 
nämnts. Effpower är drivande i samarbetet och har också all kontakt med kunder och 
intressenter. Samarbetet mellan de olika aktörerna är mycket nära. Huvudprojektet 
just nu är utvecklingen av det batteri som forskats fram. Samtidigt håller Effpower på 
att utveckla ett komplett energilagringssystem (ESS)  bestående av batteri, 
styrelektronik, kapsling kylning och säkerhetssystem.och där finns ytterligare 
samarbetspartners eller leverantörer av elektronik. 

3. Strategiska och affärsmässiga nätverk och deras syfte och betydelse 

Effpower är involverat i ett flertal nätverk. ALABC är ett nätverk som 
sammankopplar blyproducenter med tillverkare av produkter som använder bly. 
Genom Effpowers huvudägare (Volvo Technology Transfer (VTT)) är Effpower 
sammankopplat med entreprenörsnätverk där kunskap och erfarenheter delas och 
utvecklas. Genom samarbetspartnern Batteritillverkare X i Europeiskt land får man 
också utbyte i form av nya affärer och kunder. 
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4. Verksamhet och/eller intressen i nya marknader (utvecklingsländer) 

Det finns ingen verksamhet i utvecklingsländer för tillfället. Effpower fokserar på att 
hantera det stora intresse som finns för företagets produkter i Europa, USA och Japan.  
Under uppbyggnadsskedet av produktione är det viktigt för Effpower att ha en närhet 
mellan utvecklignsorganizationen och produktionsresurserna.  

5. Intern och extern kommunikation 

I sin kommunikation med alla parter i produktutvecklingsnätverket används olika 
verktyg med fokus på fysiska möten och workshops. Annars används främst 
telefonmöten med veckovis avstämning och varannan månad besöks 
forskningscentret i Slovakien. Med Batteritillverkare X sker daglig kontakt per e-post 
men fysiska möten hålls varannan månad. På grund av storleken på Effpower sker 
kommunikation intern inom företaget utan problem. Med 17 anställda på 
huvudkontoret i Göteborg och totalt 50 personer involverade i 
teknikutvecklingsprojektet försöker Effpower också få sina samarbetspartners att 
känna en social tillhörighet till processen och utvecklingen. 

           
  

Företag: Pilum AB 
Kontaktperson: Tomas Eriksson 

Position på företaget: Manager; Pilum Engineering  

1. Erfarenhet av samverkan med andra företag i utvecklingsprojekt mot kund 

Pilum AB ser sig själva som en mellanleverantör i rökgasreningsprocessen. Det 
innebär samverkan både upp och nedströms. Flertalet projekt är samverkansprojekt. 
Cirka 25% av alla projekt är i samverkan med andra företag i en huvudprocess. De 
övriga 75% är Pilum ensamma men har alltid ett nätverk mot underleverantörer. 
Pilum har oftast en drivande roll i dessa projekt, dvs de agerar huvudleverantör med 
ansvar för kundkontakt och ett leverantörsnätverk.  

2. Företagets och samverkanspartners roller och ansvarsområden i 
samverkansprojekt 

I vanliga fall arbetar Pilum med maximalt 2-3 andra företag. Dessa partners levererar 
sin bit av rökgasreningsprocessen och Pilum levererar oftast den större delen av 
produkten och har dessutom en samordningsroll och ansvar mot kunden. Samtidigt är 
de olika partnerna beroende av varandra och det skulle inte vara möjligt för Pilum 
eller deras partners att enskilt genomföra affären. Pilum är det drivande företaget i 
denna typ av projekt. I ett sådant här projekt sker ofta delar av 
teknikutvecklingsarbetet i nära samverkan, men det varierar mellan olika driftfall. 
Men det handlar generellt om ett närmre samarbete än ren komponentleverans från de 
samverkande parterna. Där finns ofta favoriter bland samarbetspartners och det 
resulterar ofta fortsatta samarbeten och goda relationer. 

3. Strategiska och affärsmässiga nätverk och deras syfte och betydelse 
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Pilum AB är involverat i ett fåtal nätverk. Det största är ett exportnätverk med 7 
företag som försöker lansera sin teknik på den polska marknaden. Nätverket heter 
CleanWaterSweden. Men Pilum finns också representerat i en fjärrvärmeorganization. 
Syftet med dessa nätverk är at hitta och utforska nya marknader och affärsmöjligheter. 
Då målet är tydligt affärsfokuserat anser Pilum att dessa nätverksatsningar bör 
förbättra konkurrensförmågan. Eller åtminstone att målet är det. Genom nätverket vill 
Pilum nå nya marknader och penetrera dessa.  

4. Verksamhet och/eller intressen i nya marknader (utvecklingsländer) 

Som precis nämnts har Pilum inlett arbete med att penetrera den polska marknaden 
men än så länge har inga större affärer genomförts. 

5. Intern och extern kommunikation 

Vid kommunikation internt och externt används e-post och telefonmöten. 
Videokonferens finns inte tillgänglig och även fastän vissa kunder har velat använda 
detta har Pilum avböjt. Däremot finns ett kontor i Upplands-Väsby för att kunna träffa 
kunder och det används också av samarbetspartners. Detta för att stimulera och skapa 
nära relationer till de samarbetspartners som är viktiga för Pilum samt för att skapa en 
lokal synlighet. Kontor finns även i Lindesberg, Malmö och Kiruna. 

           
  

Företag: Systemair AB 
Kontaktperson: Mats Sandór 

Position på företaget: Teknisk chef 

 

1. Erfarenhet av samverkan med andra företag i utvecklingsprojekt mot kund 

Systemair jobbar med teknikutvecklingsprojekt med EU som kund, men också 
samarbetsprojekt med andra företag. Av den totala verksamheten är endast ett fåtal i 
samverkan med andra företag. Systemair har oftast en drivande roll i dessa 
samarbeten men det är väldigt varierande.  

2. Företagets och samverkanspartners roller och ansvarsområden i 
samverkansprojekt 

I samverkansprojekt med andra företag handlar det vanligtvis om 2-3 företag som är 
inblandade i processen. EU-projekten är oftast mer omfattande och där samarbetar 
systemair med ett flertal företag. EU-projekten handlar ofta om framtidslösningar där 
inga faktiska produkter säljs utan handlar mer om att bidra med know-how och 
kunskap och erfarenhet. I dessa projekt finns ofta institutioner och högskolor med 
som samarbetspartners.  

Den typ av samarbete som sker vid vanlig försäljning mot kund är oftast samverkan 
mellan olika företag, där komponenter från vartdera företaget kompletterar varandra 
och skapar en helhet som kunden önskar. Därmed är de olika parterna beroende av 
varandra för att kunna genomföra affären. I dessa fall är det oftast ett 
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distributionsföretag som samordnar försäljningen och har huvudsaklig kontakt med 
kunden. Vid EU-projekt finns där alltid ett drivande företag som specialiserat sig på 
att leda EU-projekt. Detta är ett speciellt fall också eftersom det inte finns någon 
traditionell kund. Nivån av samverkan varierar stort. I EU projekten jobbar Systemair 
oftast med andra lokala företag för att ta fram teoretiskt underlag till framtidsprojekt, 
med beräkningar och teknisk data. Här sker också ett nära samarbete med konsulter 
inom spetskompetensområden. 

3. Strategiska och affärsmässiga nätverk och deras syfte och betydelse 

Systemair är aktiva i ett antal nätverk: 

Branschförening – För att stärka sociala band mellan företag regionalt och inom 
samma typ av industri. 

Ett oberoende företagsnätverk för att ta fram metoder för att mäta prestanda på 
produkter – För kunskapsutveckling 

De medverkar även i en organization som arbetar med standardiseringar inom 
branschen, både lokalt och internationellt. Syftet med detta nätverk är främst att stärka 
Sveriges position på den internationella marknaden. Alla nätverk syftar till att stärka 
Systemairs position på marknaden och förbättra deras konkurrensförmåga. 

4. Verksamhet och/eller intressen i nya marknader (utvecklingsländer) 

Systemair har aktiviteter i de flesta utvecklingsländer. Främst Ryssland, Indien, 
Östeuropa men också Mellanöstern, delar av Nordafrika, Sydafrika och viss 
verksamhet i Kina och Sydamerika. Verksamheterna involverar främst egna 
tillverkningsanläggningar och kunder. I Östeuropa anser man sig ha en stark, 
väletablerad position på marknaden och i Indien ser man en positiv utveckling. 

5. Intern och extern kommunikation 

För kommunikation internt och externt används främst: E-post, telefonsamtal, 
gemensamma IT-plattformar (intern web) online och fysiska möten. Systemair har 
konferenslokaler som flitigt används för att möte kunder och samarbetspartners. 

           
  

Företag: Filterföretag X 
Kontaktperson: Kenth Gustavsen > Bo Lindvert > Tomas Carlsson 

Position på företaget: Exportchef > Avdelningschef på industri > Utvecklingschef 

1. Erfarenhet av samverkan med andra företag i utvecklingsprojekt mot kund 

Har inte speciellt många samverkansprojekt utan har underleverantörer och egen 
utveckling, främst av material till olika typer av filter. Säljer sina produkter främst 
från egna säljkontor och har en egen säljorganization i Europa. Har deltagit i vissa 
samverkansprojekt mot Östeuropa och Kina, men dessa har aldrig lett till några 
affärer. Produkterna är till stor grad standardiserade men kan anpassas efter kunds 
behov. Detta görs med hjälp av en kravspecifikation från kunden. I de fall 
Filterföretag X är med i större projekt, där ofta samverkan sker, är de 
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underleverantörer till huvudleverantörer som t.ex. Alstom. Det är också genom sådana 
huvudleverantörer som Filterföretag X når ut till den ryska marknaden. 

2. Företagets och samverkanspartners roller och ansvarsområden i 
samverkansprojekt 

De samverkansprojekt som Filterföretag X deltagit i har haft mellan 3-6 företag 
inblandade. Ett samverkansprojekt som pågår just nu är ett utvecklingsprojekt mot 
möbelindustrin där Filterföretag X hjälper till att utveckla smarta textilier i samarbete 
med Borås Tekniska Högskola och Textilhögskolan i Borås. Projektet drivs av 
Swerea-IVF. I projektet utför Filterföretag X hållfasthetsprovningar och står för 
kunskap inom materialutveckling. I detta fall är möbelindustrin kund och 
kundkontakten hålls av Swerea-IVF som är ansvarig för projektet. Andra 
samarbetspartners är, som tidigare nämnts, Borås Högskola, men också 
materialleverantörer. Samarbetsprojektet hade ett nära samarbete mellan de olika 
parterna. Denna typ av samverkansprojekt är inte typiska för Filterföretag X. I och 
med de få antal samverkansprojekt som genomförs är det svårt att hitta något typiskt 
projekt. 

3. Strategiska och affärsmässiga nätverk och deras syfte och betydelse 

Övriga nätverk som Filterföretag X deltar i är främst kunskapshöjande nätverk mot 
industri och högskola. För att nå ut med sina produkter lokalt finns även ett 
decentraliserat säljnätverk utspritt över hela Sverige. Nätverken bidrar starkt till att 
öka konkurrensförmågan hos Filterföretag X. 

4. Verksamhet och/eller intressen i nya marknader (utvecklingsländer) 

Aktiviteten i utvecklingsländer är låg. Den enda verksamhet som finns är försäljning 
av komponenter genom en huvudleverantör till den ryska marknaden. Den kontakt 
som Filterföretag X har med ryska kunder handlar främst om kontroller av installation 
samt servicekontrakt som oftast skrivs direkt mellan Filterföretag X och den ryska 
kunden.  

5. Intern och extern kommunikation 

För kommunikation där fysiska möten inte är möjliga använder sig Filterföretag X av 
Microsoft Communicator som låter parter dela filer, chatta och videokonferera online 
över internet. Till detta används så klart också e-post och telefonkommunikation. Vid 
projekt inom Sveriges gränser används främst fysiska möten, e-post och 
telefonmöten. Filterföretag X har konferenslokaler och resurser för att bjuda in kunder 
och samarbetspartners till möten. 

           
  

Företag: ClimateWell  
Kontaktperson: Per Olofsson 

Position på företaget: VD 

1. Erfarenhet av samverkan med andra företag i utvecklingsprojekt mot kund 
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Samverkar alltid med kund för att ta fram lösningar som passar kundens behov. Men 
har också en del samverkansprojekt där de gemensamt utvecklar lösningar 
tillsammans med tillverkare av kompletterande teknologi. Ungefär 50% av alla 
projekt är i samverkan med kund + något annat företag. I ca 80% av dessa projekt har 
ClimateWell en ledande roll i samarbetet.  

2. Ert företags och era samverkanspartners roller och ansvarsområden i 
samverkansprojekt 

Samverkan ger generellt mellan 2-3 företag, inkl. ClimateWell. Sen finns där alltid 
konsulter och underleverantörer av specifika komponenter som inte är integrerade i 
projektet till den grad att det ses som ett samarbete. I ett sådant här samarbete har 
ClimateWell oftast nära samarbete med ett företag. Rollerna företagen emellan skiftar. 
Men generellt har ett företag ansvaret för en viktig komponent i ett system och det 
andra företaget har ansvar för resten av systemet där samarbetsföretagets komponent 
är en nyckelkomponent. Beroende på storleken av projektet har ClimateWell antingen 
system-rollen eller komponent-rollen. Det företag som håller huvudsaklig kontakt 
med kunden under arbetet är det företag som ansvarar för den del som har högst grad 
av komplexitet (d.v.s. företaget med ansvar för system-utvecklingen). Men oftast har 
bägge företagen en god insikt om vad kunden efterfrågar. Vem som är drivande i 
projektet kan variera både från fall till fall och med tiden. I en del fal har komponent-
leverantören sett ett behov hos en kund och kontaktar då system-leverantören för att 
skapa en affär. Om en affär inleds tar sedan systemleverantören över den drivande 
rollen. Eller så får systemutvecklaren en förfrågan från kund och söker sig då till 
komponentleverantören. Ofta varierar det vem som är initiativtagare, men under 
själva affären och installationen av ett system är systemutvecklaren drivande. 
Samarbetets närhet, eller intensitet, kan variera. ClimateWell vill gärna ha nära 
samarbeten då man anser att det skapar förutsättningar för att hålla en hög 
innovationshöjd. Problem kan åtgärdas tidigare i processen och suboptimerade 
lösningar undviks i större utsträckning. Detta typ av projekt kan ses som ett typiskt 
samverkansprojekt för ClimateWell. 

3. Strategiska och affärsmässiga nätverk och deras syfte och betydelse. 

ClimateWell är medverkande i ett flertal nätverk: 

• Egna marknadskanaler (fristående företag som säljer ClimateWells produkter): 
• Leverantörsnätverk för produkten 
• Branschorganizationer och relationer med andra företag i branschen; både 

kompletterande system och konkurrerande företag. 
• Lobby organizationer; speciellt då energipolitiken styr marknaden till stor 

utsträckning.  
• Akademiska nätverk mot universitet för att få ständig uppdatering inom 

forskning och trender.  
• Nätverk för omvärldsbevakning; Business Intelligence 

Nätverk är en förutsättning för att vara konkurrenskraftiga. 

4. Verksamhet och/eller intressen i nya marknader (utvecklingsländer) 

ClimateWell har verksamhet i Indien, där kunder finns och en extern tillverkare har 
licens på att tillverka ClimateWells produkt för den Indiska marknaden 
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(Tillverkningsanläggning håller på att byggas just nu). ClimateWell har inga egna 
tillverkningsanläggningar men kunder i Indien. Är väldigt nya på marknaden. Finns 
också intresse att expandera mot Sydafrika och Dominikanska Republiken. 

5. Intern och extern kommunikation 

Kommunikation sker internt främst genom ett intranät och gemensam server. Annars 
används mest e-post, mobiltelefonsamtal och SMS har blivit mer och mer accepterat. 
Skype och chatt-program används också men inte i lika stor utsträckning men detta är 
ett område där ClimateWell känner sig intresserade att utveckla sina möjligheter och 
Per nämner att han tror på ”Facebook”-liknande applikationer där informella 
meddelanden/status-uppdateringar etcetera kan skape ett mervärde och skapa en mer 
lärande organization. Han nämner t.ex. att en statusuppdatering typ ”Sitter och gör 
beräkningar på värmeväxlarmoduler”  - Pelle Pärsson skapar ett mervärde i att när 
någon annan inom företaget senare stöter på problem med värmeväxlare så kanske 
han/hon minns att Pelle Pärsson skrev det statusmeddelandet förra veckan – ”han 
borde veta hur man löser mitt problem”. Det skapar en lärande organization på ett 
socialt och uppskattat sätt. Konferenslokaler finns det tillgång till, och ClimateWell 
försöker gå på en del mässor och event, men tycker svårt att kvantitativt bedöma 
resultaten av att deltaga på en mässa och är väl lite skeptiska till ”traditionella” sätt att 
möta kunder. 2000-talet bjuder på så många olika kommunikationskanaler.  

           
  

Företag: Envac AB 
Kontaktperson: Rolf Niklasson 

Position på företaget: Finanschef (Group Treasurer) 

1. Erfarenhet av samverkan med andra företag i utvecklingsprojekt mot kund 

Envac arbetar inte med produktutveckling i samverkan med andra företag. 

Envac är främst underleverantör till större infrastrukturprojekt där en 
generalentreprenör sköter upphandlingen av leverantörer.  

Affärsmässigt samverkar de dock alltid med andra företag eftersom de är beroende av 
större infrastrukturprojekt för att kunna installera sin produkt. Ibland har de en 
ledande roll i samverkansprojekten, i det avseendet att kunden efterfrågar deras 
lösningar och då sker oftast kontakt mellan kund och Envac. Men i andra projekt har 
generalentreprenören all kundkontakt och Envac kontaktas av denna och blir 
underleverantör till projektet. 

2. Företagets och samverkanspartners roller och ansvarsområden i 
samverkansprojekt 

I de större infrastrukturprojekt där Envac medverkar finns också arkitektfirmor, 
kommunala instanser, markägare, underleverantörer, o.s.v. Ofta drivs projekten av 
någon av de stora svenska byggföretagen (PEAB/Skanska) (på den svenska 
marknaden alltså). Samverkan kan ske väldigt konkret på byggarbetsplatsen då t.ex. 
fjärrvärme, bredband, avlopp och soprör skall grävas ner gemensamt. 
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Roller som finns i dessa projekt är (oftast): En huvudentreprenör och 
underleverantörer som levererar olika delsystem till projektet. I vissa fall kan det dock 
vara upp till 10-15 byggherrar som alla bygger egna hus men som skall samsas om 
samma sophanteringssystem. 

Kund är ofta svårt att definiera för Envac. Otydligt vem som bär ansvar för en 
sophanteringslösning. Är det byggherrarna, sophämtningsföretaget eller kommunen? 

Envac är oftast inte drivande under ett projekts genomförande. Men måste vara med 
tidigt i projekten då sophanteringssystemet måste byggas och fungera innan själva 
bostaden byggs. Envac är då drivande i den meningen att de försöker påverka 
kommun/byggherre etc att använda sopsug då detta är kostnadseffektivt och 
miljöfrämjande, detta tidigt i processer så det finns tid att rita och projektera in 
sopsug. Sopterminalen  skall fungera när de första flyttar in i "etapp" ett, därefter 
kopplar man på hus 2 i nästa etapp till systemet o.s.v. 

Sverige är ej så stor del av Envacs totala verksamhet så byggprojekt kan man säga 
drivs av byggföretag. Ibland är det dock direkt mot kommun/befintliga 
flerfamiljsfastighetsägare (vid utveckling av befintlig bebyggelse/stadskärna). 

 

3. Strategiska och affärsmässiga nätverk och deras syfte och betydelse 

Envac är med i flertalet nätverk. Nätverkens syfte är främst att hitta nya 
affärsmöjligheter och lobba in produkten hos potentiella kunder, eller instanser som 
kan påverka kunden. Jobbar mot näringsdepartement och exportkontor. Medlemmar i 
sophanteringsbranschföreningen. Där finns också Jonas Törnblom som referens. 
Lobba mot kommuner att sopsug är en bra lösning, som bör finnas. 

Anser att nätverk helt klart förbättrar konkurrensförmågan. Ofast konkurrens mot 
andra system än centralsug. 

4. Verksamhet och/eller intressen i nya marknader (utvecklingsländer) 

Envac har aktiviteter i flertalet utvecklingsländer. Kina, Indien, Mellanöstern och 
Sydamerika. I dessa länder finns licensierad tillverkning och annan 
leverantörssamverkan. Envac är ett ingenjörsföretag som skapar lösningarna. 
Installation och tillverkning går genom underleverantörer.  

De har också kunder i samtliga utvecklingsländer, dessa är främst lokala byggherrar. 
Men i t.ex. Sydamerika kommer många kunder från spanska byggherrar som också 
har verksamhet i Sydamerika. 

5. Intern och extern kommunikation 

Envac har inte behov att använda IT-lösningar för att kommunicera i 
samverkansprojekt. Dessa projekt förutsätter lokal närvaro av företaget och då sker 
byggmöten on site. De har också alltid lokala kontor vid byggplatsen. Därmed är 
fysisk kommunikation alltid möjlig. Vid större projekt införskaffas lokala kontor vid 
byggplats men oftast utgår arbetet från kontoret i det lokala landet. 
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Företag: Dustcontrol AB 
Kontaktperson: Johann Haberl 

Position på företaget: VD 

1. Erfarenhet av samverkan med andra företag i utvecklingsprojekt mot kund 

Har arbetat med samverkande utvecklingsprojekt för mer än 8 år sedan men var inte 
särskilt framgångsrika. Men har samtidigt ett distributionsnätverk och partners som 
samarbetar inom affärsutveckling och sälj. De har i enstaka fall varit drivande i de 
samverkansprojekt som genomförts. 

2. Företagets och samverkanspartners roller och ansvarsområden i 
samverkansprojekt 

I ett samverkansprojekt görs ibland kontrakt med slutkund, men oftast säljs 
produkterna i andrahand genom partners. I en större anläggning finns flera 
kontraktspartners. Försäljningen är fördelad 1/3 köp, 1/3 samordning, 1/3 
eftermarknadssälj. Just nu bygg ett kraftverk i Norge där projektet samordnas mellan 
Dustcontrol och en tysk firma mot kunden. 

3. Strategiska och affärsmässiga nätverk och deras syfte och betydelse 

Dustcontrol är inte aktiva i några andra typer av nätverk men säger sig också vara helt 
beroende av konsulter och de kontakter som skapas vid nya affärer. Affärer ger affärer 
och Dustcontrol värnar om viktiga strategiska kontakter. 

4. Verksamhet och/eller intressen i nya marknader (utvecklingsländer) 

Når ut till den kinesiska marknaden genom ett dotterbolag i Tyskland som är mer 
projektinriktat och är med och bygger några fabriker i Asien, men detta är ingen stor 
marknad för Dustcontrol. Har ingen licensierad tillverkning eller 
leverantörssamverkan med företag i utvecklingsmarknader. 

5. Intern och extern kommunikation 

90% e-post 

8% personliga/fysisk kontakt 

           
  

Företag: Mercatus Engineering AB 
Kontaktperson: Jan Kastensson 

Position på företaget: Säljchef 
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1. Erfarenhet av samverkan med andra företag i utvecklingsprojekt mot kund. 

Mercatus samarbetar nästan alltid med slutkunden i sina affärer. Samverkan med 
andra företag förekommer men inte alls lika regelbundet. Ett fåtal av de affärer som 
görs är i samverkan med andra företag och kund. Jan nämner två projekt där man 
samverkat med flera andra företag och kund (REAL-caset och ett samverkansprojekt 
med Ranskab(?) där EON var slutkund och delaktig i projektet) 

Mercatus roll är oftast drivande i den tekniska utvecklingen men inte finansiellt starka 
och är inte ledande i affärsutvecklingen av ett projekt. 

2. Ert företags och era samverkanspartners roller och ansvarsområden i 
samverkansprojekt. 

Generellt samverkar Mercatus med 1-2 företag i teknikutvecklingsprojekt. Men i det 
specifika fallet REAL (som också är huvudcase för forskningsprojektet LIAN) är det 
3(4) företag som samverkat i olika utsträckning. Enligt Jan ökar komplexiteten och 
möjligheterna att effektivt samverka försvåras ju fler företag som måste samverka. De 
roller som finns i REAL-caset är: 

• PURAC (Läckeby?) – Har marknadskännedom på den kinesiska marknaden 
och slutkunden. 

• Feralco – tyngsta partnern. Finansiella krafter och äger patent och den 
tekniska lösningen.  

• Mercatus – Specialistroll och levererar nyckelkomponent till anläggningen 
• (Hans – ursprunglig uppfinnare och patentskapare) 
• (Swedfund – finansiärer och juridisk kompetens kring lansering i 

utvecklingsländer och avtal och kontrakt mellan företagen; affärsutveckling) 

I detta fall har PURAC den tyngsta kundrelationen i och med att de redan fanns på 
den kinesiska marknaden och har lokal kännedom. Sen projektet drogs igång har 
det funnits ett antal roller som varit drivande av projektet. Initialt var Lennart 
Huss drivande för att skapa förutsättningar för projektet. Det var han som såg 
möjligheterna med den lösning som nu utvecklas. Feralco har största delen i kakan 
och har i den rollen stort intresse i att projektet lyckas. De har tagit den största 
risken med projektet och det skapar ett driv och en vilja som är nödvändig för 
projektets framgång. Swedfund spelar också en kritisk roll då projektet 
förmodligen inte kunnat genomföras utan deras risk och juridiska kunskaper.  

Samarbetet i projektet har periodvis varit mycket nära. Många möten och nära 
samarbete när försöksanläggningen skulle byggas i Kina tillsammans av samtliga 
teknikpartners (PURAC, Feralco och Mercatus). Tekniska bekymmer under 
utvecklingen har lett till att möten (främst via Skype) har hållits varje dag under 
kritiska perioder. 

3. Strategiska och affärsmässiga nätverk och deras syfte och betydelse. 

Mercatus är medlemmar av de svenska miljötekniknätverken Clean Water Sweden 
(CWS), Swedish Environmental Technology (SET), Stockholm MiljöTeknik Center 
(SMTC). Dessa är lösa nätverk med huvudsakligt syfte att träffa människor som kan 
leda till nya kunder och marknader (affärs- och kunskapsgivande). Mercatus försöker 
ha en aktiv roll i dessa nätverk och letar nya sätt att hitta kunder och skapa affärer. 
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Nätverken ses som långsiktiga satsningar som skall hjälpa företaget att expandera. 
Försöker även synas i regionala nätverk och nätverk bland kunder (t.ex. SSSE 
(regionalt) och biogas- och fjärrvärme-branschnätverk). 

4. Verksamhet och/eller intressen i nya marknader (utvecklingsländer) 

Mercatus har inte genomfört några egna satsningar på att nå utvecklingsmarknader. 
Genom REAL-caset finns nu en pilotanläggning i Kina som kan bli starten på en 
expansion på den marknaden men just nu står det och väger huruvida det blir något 
resultat av det projektet. Genom nätverket CWS delar företagen en agent på den 
polska marknaden för att hitta kunder där, men än så länge har detta samarbete inte 
gett några affärer för Mercatus. Genom svensk verkstadsindustri och ett gott rykte har 
Mercatus levererat ett antal anläggningar till Kina, en anläggning till Iran och 
Sydafrika. Det som exporteras är hårdvara som tillverkas i Sverige. 
Standardkomponenter som rör/tankar/pumpar tillverkas och köps in lokalt där 
anläggningen byggs. Det är alltså kunder i utvecklingsländer som Mercatus säljer till 
genom något av de större svenska verkstadsindustriföretagen. Man anser sig inte ha 
någon väletablerad posititon på någon utvecklingsmarknad. Man har än så länge inte 
gjort någon egen satsning. 

5. Intern och extern kommunikation 

• E-post används flitigast, där också fildelning integreras 
• Fysiska möten sker ibland men inte allt för ofta 
• Telefon/Skype konferenser sker oftare 
• Videokonferens verktyg har ännu inte börjat användas då man upplever att 

kvaliteten inte är bra nog 
• Konferensanläggning finns tillgängliga och anpassas efter situationen. Träffas 

ofta hos samarbetspartners. 
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Appendix V 
Notes from Seminar with Til lväxtverket and SMTC 
SMTC claims these activities will stimulate new sustainable technology in Sweden: 

• Incubators 
• Support in product/business development 
• New marketing channels (SymbioCity) 
• Demonstrational plants 
• Attracting international investors to Swedish companies 
• Stimulating networking to create groups or networks of firms offering total 

system solutions. 
• Look for partners not only in Sweden but also in Europe. 
• Investing in smaller firms with special competence. 
• Support SME’s in finding locomotive firms in Sweden and internationally. 
• Convey system procurement services through new constellations of 

consultants, experts, municipalities and institutes. 
• Stimulate consulting firms to perform better in acquiring more projects 

initiated by the European Community (EuropeAid, ADB, World Bank). 
(Compare Sweden and Denmark) 

• Educate international customers in sustainability and our idea of life cycle 
costs. Long term benefits. 

• Presenting/Showcasing Swedish environmental technology for customers and 
international delegations. 

• Selling the Sustainable life style – the whole idea and concept more than just a 
product. 
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